§S|f II library plan to go to Trustees
by Greg Walsh y
Plans for a $6.7 million renovation of Miller Library
will be presented to the Board of Trustees on Friday,
October 24. The library addition is the highlight of a proposed $20
million capital endowment drive, which also includes
improvement of available computer resources and
women's athletic facilities and the purchase of an
electron microscope.
The four-level addition would extend 78 feet into the
"quad"- even with the rear wall of Averill Hall. It
would' equal about one-third the size of the existing
building.
The Boston based architectural firm of Shipley,
Bulfinch, Richardson, and Abbot was selected by open
bid to draw up schematic plans for the proposed addition. The firm has worked since early spring with the
Campus Committee on Miller Library and Library
Committee of the Board of Trustees as well as members
of the library staff to finalize the plans.
' The architects envision a brick structure complimentary in both size and scale to Miller Library and
surrounding buildings.
V
It would contain much of the library 's" present
material but in a more "open " atmosphere. This effect
would be achieved by numerous windows, and a central
skylighted well penetrating all four floors.
There would be. a large number of study carrels,
desired faculty-student research rooms, and flexible
space. Stacks would be contained more effectively, and
less congested than at present.
In addition, 52 faculty offices will be included. These
offices, would be accessible only by staircases separate
from the library function of the building. Many of thd
special collection rooms would continue to exist and
there would be a modification and enlargement of the
audio-visual center. . .
In April of 1980,V the Library Committee of the Board
of Trustees recommended renovation and an addition to
Miller Library.- This recommendation was based on a
funded study V on the question of the feasibility of
renovation compared ti_ that of construction of a new
building to hold the faculty offices currently housed in
the library. ,' .;, yy ''. .
;.;- 'V ':
The Trustees voted to allocate $150,000 in funds to
contract the lowest bidder to draw up plans. It is these
revised and recently approved plans which will be
presented. '
However, there are three parts to this proposal, two of
which have not been finalised; the feasibility of
capital endowment drive, and the manner in which
primary funding will be raised. The Development
Committee of the Board of Trustees and the Executive
Committee are considering the endowment drive. They
are .investigating the availability of funds from alumni,
friends and corporations, among others.

The Budget and Finance committee hired a consultant
to research the manner in which the initial funds can be
raised. One possibility being discussed is to sell short
term bonds. Neither committee is overlooking a possible
benefactorial gift to name the new addition.
Although the_ Board of Trustees previously set a
maximum expenditure for the project at 6.7 million
dollars, the architect's anticipated cost of 6.77 million
dollars is not expected to cause great controversy.
However, the Board has the power to re-open public

Calendar
revisions
approved
by Steve Riley

Elbow grease, cooperation, and Hogie's apples yield 55 - gallons of premium
quality apple cider at his annual ECE sponsored Apple Cidcring Party. (Photo
by Jason Pelletier )

Seller's: an expression generally understood to mean
• ¦ ' Colby's food service; a mystery to most students; and a
^common epithet at Colby.
V;
based
in V Waltham,
i-C Seller's Incorporated;
Massachusetts, is hired by Colby to manage the food
; service; its role is similar to a consultant.
Only three Individuals, the di n ing room mana gers, are
on Seller's payroll, The 60 full , time kitchen employees,
y twenty part-time high school student, employees and 75100 student employees are all employed by Colby. Pvood
Service Director Paiul O'Connor 'stressed that students
:'¦
are under the wrong impression thinking that the people
behind the counters are Seller's employees;They are, he
VVY said, proqd to work for Colby. YUvV: 'V. yV.V;V. v :< y:;VYVY

Additionally, although some foodstuffs are purchased
from Seller 's, none of the food here is bought by them.
Colby is its own purchasing agent and orders food from
both loqal and non-local suppliers.
All the food managers aro experts in different forms
of purchasing. Jean Williams in Foss Dining Hall orders
the dairy, bread and vegetable products. Jenkins in
Dana is responsible for all baked goods. And Buss
Colvin in Roberts Union is in charge of paper products,
banquets, and stora ge, while O'Connor does the meat
buying. All the managers work together and meet once
a week concerning these matters in addition.
In short, Colby, along with many oth er sch ools around
tho country, still runs its own food service and according to O'Connor , is quite proud of its operations.
Continued on Page 5
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The
Administrative
Committee has approved a
1981-82 academic" calendar
containing some structural
differences frOm-previous
calendars.
The differences include
classes being held on one
Saturday, finals on Sunday
and a one week vacation
between January program
and the'seebnd semester.
Because Labor Day falls
on Sept. 7, and Colby
traditionally opens after
that date, the first semester
is
compressed.
Prof.
Jonathan Weiss questioned
the sensibility of starting
the academic year after the
holiday.
Others on the committee
pointed out that many
students work until Labor
Day and starting before
then would j eopardize
summer jobs. Prof . Thomas
Longstaff questioned the
legality of making someone
work until Labor Day. No
one on the committee was

Continued on Page 2
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by Greg Nenirow

bidding on the project or to remain with the firm.
If approved, construction could begin as early as
March, 1981 and would be expected to continue through
the spring of 1983.
To make the transition as smooth as possible, the
addition would be completed first, allowing a relatively
quick and compact changeover from building to
building. The interior renovation of Miller Library
would not begin until the newly arranged facility is
operable.
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News Brief s

Jan Plan in Mexico or USSR

„ by Nancy Finigan
Just
imagine
"Jan
Planning " in Cuernavaca,
Mexico or the USSR.
These opportunities are
available to you with this
years Jan Plan curriculum.
Why Jan Plan abroad ?
Mrs. Kiralis, the Assistant
to the Dean of Faculty and
Jan
Plan
supervising
suggests that with a Jan
Plan abroad the student
may expose himself to
another culture, a new
learning experience, travel
and new ideas.
The various group Jan
Plan programs are instituted by faculty sponsors.
An independent Jan Plan
abroad is another alternative. This year a few
students are considering an
independent Jan Plan in
Africa where they will study
Robert
with
Prof.
the
Christainsen
of
Economics Department.

Jan Plan abroad must be
financed by the individual
student. However, for the
program in Latin :America
the Walker Scholarship is
available for students who
can demonstrate need.
The Intensive Spanish
program in Cuernavaca ,
Mexico has always been a
quite popular and excellent
academic and cultural Jan
Plan. Henry Holland, the
sponsor of this program,
says that living in a foreign
speaking country is the best
way to acquire full understanding and fluency in
a foreign language. This
program
is
both

academically challengini
and culturally enriching.

costs a little more than $800 cities, the student will inper student .
teract with Soviet yoqth and
The other organized Jan attend lectures on Soviet
Plan abroad is entitled, life.
"January in the USSR."
Cultural events such as
trips
and the
This trip, sponsored by theaterto museums
will
emphasize
Frank Miller of the modern
Language Department, has Russian . history, art and
been devised to provide the literature; This Jan Plan
American students with a should
quite an
be

Students will be enrolled
at either the Center for
Bilingual
Multicultural
Studies or the Institute
Fenix.
This program
provides
a
structural
curriculum of Mexico's
linguistic and cultural
wealth allowing the student
the opportunity to learn,
understand, assimilate and
conceptualize the Spanish comprehensive introduction educational experience for
language from a multi- to the Soviet Union. It is the student for they will be
dimensional
Mexican designed to examine a
societal perspective.
unique culture and people.
observing and interacting
with people living in a
The students will attend
Arranged through the
four hours of conversational Council on International
country with political,
Spanish classes daily, with Educational Exchange, the economic, social, and
another two hours of class
time for courses in the tour will travel through philosophical ideas quite
and diver- ,
Humanities and Social
and Leningrad, the contradictory
own, Miller
sified
from
their
Sciences. The student has Moscow
the option of living with a largest cities in Russia ;
Mexican family. Living
said. The students who
with a Mexican family is KieU , the capital of the attend this program will be
the perfect complement to Ukraine; and Tallin, the evaluated by a summary
the Intensive Language capital of Estonia. In these paper.
Program, according to
Holland. Students should
not only improve their
Spanish by casual dinner
conversation and family Continued from Page 1
discussion, but become completely familiar with Smith pointed out that it
acquainted
with
the the law so they decided to would be better to have the
Mexican people and their stay with the post-Labor "minimum standard instead
daily life. The families do Day starting date.
of less than minimum
Registrar
George
standard.
"
not expect to accomodate
student by changing their Coleman stated that ex-, Finals will be held on
customs, but are more paneling the time between Sunday for the first time to
interested in teaching these the start of school and allow the teachers" enough
commencement increases time to correct exams
customs to the student.
the'operating costs.
within the time limits set
Thanksgiving for them.
Because
Many sightseeing - trips
are also planned including a vacation starts on a Wed- The committee also apvisit to the Museo de nesday afternoon classes proved • a full week off
the
Antrologia and excursions will be held on one Saturday between
January
to
the
Basilica
de morning to make up for the program
and
second
These semester. The cost of
Guadalupe. This program missed classes.
makeup
classes were keeping the dorms open
required tp meet the during this week was
minimum number of classes calculated
by
Vice
set by the E.P.C.
President Robert Pullen to
of classes siet by the E.P.C. be $25 for room and board
Longstaff voiced concern in terms of this year 's
that Colby should be in- dollars. He believes that by
terested in "more than the next year the cost will be
minimum standard." Dean ;approximately $30.
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Gordon Liddy, member of the Committee to Re-elect
the President during Watergate, will speak at U.M.O.,
Tues., Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. in Memorial Gym. No: admission charged YHe will answer questions: from the
r
audience foUowirig the talk.

Bike theft problem common

One of Colby's crime problems, bike theft, happens to
be Middlebury College's number one problem! Middlebury 's Chief of Campus Security Fred Spencer noted
that eight bikes have already been reported stolen this
year. He also noted that five of the eight bikes were not
locked and recommended that students take advantage
of the Campus Security bicycle registration service.
With the service, the serial number, type, make, and
color of the bike are recorded, and a sticker is provided
to alert local bike ships in case of theft.

Writing workshop at Wesleyan

A writing workshop has been set up at Wesleyan
University to help students with specific papers or
general writing problems. It is run by Anne Greene of
the English Department along with six undergraduate,
assistants who are presently teaching a .weekly noncredit seminar, "Writing and Revising". The students
can walk in without an appointment and are able to
focus on specific problems because they are tutored
individually

Woman studies at U.S.M.

University of Southern Maine Provost Edward
Kormondy announced recently that a Task Force on
Women's Studies will be set up to formulate a Women's
Studies Program Vat the university. Holly Bruno,
Assistant Dean of the School of Law, will be heading the
Task Force. In order to adequately address the issues
which will be presented by the Women's Studies
Program, the Task Force will look at issues ranging
from philosophical to pragmatic.

Christia n ed. Prof , at Bates

On Sept. 26, Dr. Bennie Goodwin, an Associate
Professor of Christian Education at the Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia
spoke at Bates . College on social change and
possibilities facing the students today, in a lecture
sponsored by the Afro-American Society. Goodwin's
discussion centered on Martin Luther King 's eff orts to
bring social change to America. His discussion had
three divisions : 1940-1954 "Problems before King ", 19551968 "During King ", and 1968-2000 "After
King Possibilities" during which he called on the youth
of today to search .within themselves for the particular
"power" or "ability to achieve purpose" inside of each
individual.
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PpwhtQ\vn specialty shops close

¦,Waterville's V sluggish
economy: and poor business
conditions in the North East
have recently forced foiir
"specialty shops" along
Main Street to close.
Harris Bakery, The
Cheese Shop, Lighting, Etc.,
and New England Music,

will all be empty shortly
wifh the exception of New
England Music which reopened Wednesday as
Greg's Music Shop.
Owner of the cheese shop,
Colby ¦/ graduate S|teve
Levine^ cites personal
reasons for closing the

doors on his nine-year trade
in quality lighting fixtures
and service.
"I' ve found more opportunities elsewhere," he
says and "I have three
teenage sons. My needs to
provide for my family keep
increasing."

According to Levine,
business has been on the
decline since early 1977.
"People in New England
are more interested in
buying oil than frill things,"
says Levine. "I travel
throughout Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont
and I notice this all over. "
In addition, downtown
Waterville is in "a lot of
trouble" economically says
Levine. The town has run
out of land to build on, run
out; of easy mortgage loans
with interest rates between
eight and ten percent, and
has run into a sluggish real
estate market. Fifty percent
of the homes for sale last
year, observes Levine, are
still for sale today.
The chlincher is the fifteen week strike by Scott
Paper Company workers
that dragged on all summer.
"This is a mill town,"
says Levine, "and when a
mill is closed for 14 weeks,
it takes 14 months to get the
economy back to where it
was."
"The town is going to
pot," offers Jim O'Neil,
former owner of the Cheese
Shop that ceased business
just over one year ago.
"The closing was the
combination
of
three
things," says O'Neil, "the
town having a recession of
its own for two years
creating a thin market, the
decline of the dollar forcing
up the prizes of imported
cheese, and people around
town are price conscious
and not particularly interested in quality and
service."
The cheese market, according to O'Neil did hot
depend solely on "the
cocktail party circuit. "
Eighty
percent
were
regional customers who
developed a taste for cheese
abroad and included cheese
in their.weekly food budget.
"When/the dollar fell," says
O'Neil, "my prices couldn't

Former
student
opens music
store
by Lucy P. Nichols v Y
One of the vacancies
along Main St., Waterville
proved temporary ; Wednesday when incoming
proprietor, 22 year—old
Greg Harden; of Gorham,
opened Greg's Music Store.
The store, formerly New
England Music, . will sell
sound
''professional
equipment"- according to
BardenY including guitars;
amplifiers , sound reinforcement, arid public
addr ess .systemsV
T^Barden, V a
former
pre-rrried
student
at
' University,
Colurribia
music
into,
ventures :
equipment sales alone arid
on his own credit.
V "It' sVVscary, " lie says,
"but this ' is a hot place for
business;.. It was going to!
be!a joint venture, 'bu t how
it's going; to be just mine."
Vlt's good," he says of the
solo venture, "It riiakes me
work harder.", .
f;At?the ripe old age ;o_ V22 ;
the - forrner ' student "is ' j not
without experience in music,
or 'businessv VI^V - .y VVy' j :V
Playirig;\ guitarilfor a ."top
^efstlval
40's" grolijp ? palled
¦ ¦

Greg Barden tunes , out med . school and tunes in
Greg's Music Store for the time being. (Photo by Don
Gallo)
Barden spent ten weeks
for two years, Sauce, a
the 1400 square
reductihg
jazz--rock band for another
Main St. and
feet
at
129
year; and working for Crazy
plans
to
operate
service
Ed's Music Store in Augusta center; as a a sideline.
led him to . the music
Although sheet music will
supply
equipment
business.But business savvy likely be added to the stock,
records will not.
i? crucial
"No records. No' way,"
he
says,
"they are a
know
"You have to
business," he says ' and completely different hassle
acknowledges, "being in it altogether. All kinds of
people in this town have
most of my life. "
' "I started at the age of 12 records." " •
in my father 's,pharmacy, " V- Asked about his future,,
he Says,:but- aflhruts ,;'"_ . mm the discussion returns to
, have a lot to . learn which medical school, "I love it,"
keep it interesting for he says, "I want, to be a
*•$ji |
surgeon. V. :
V
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J an p lans: no
p ass require ment
The Educational Policy Committee voted Tuesday to
change their; version of the new January Program
requirement to read: "The required number of Jan
Plans to be taken is one less than the number of first
semesters in residence with a maximum of three and a
minimum of two. "The word ''taken" was substituted
for "passes." This new statement will come before the
faculty for approval at their next meeting.
The prevailing argument at.the EPC meeting held
that students needed no extra incentives to pass the Jan
Plan than already exist to pass courses during the
regular semesters.
Since Jan Plans, beginning next year, may consist of
regular credited courses, a failure will result in the
student receiving an "F" to be calculated in the
student's cummulative average and no credit for the
course.
, .
Jan Plans which are taken for no credit and are failed
will be reported on the student's official transcript.
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Harris plans to renovate
the three-story building
within six months and is
looking into either accounting or law offices or a
gourmet french restaurant.
Edward Atkins, landlord of
both The Cheese Shop and
Lighting, Etc., refused to
comment on future plans.
"This , town goes for
discounts," says O'Neil,
"The people are not mindful
of services or quality and
you can see the ravages of
it right here, in Lighting
Etc., The Cheese Shop,
Harris Bakery, and New
England Music.

compete with other types of
protein."
Harris Bakery, a retail
outlet of Harris Baking
Company, used_ to sell
cakes, cookies, pies and
bread at the Main Street
shop until three years ago.
The store has remained
vacant since.
VOne of the problems was
that we could not generate
enough traffic to sell that
kind of product," says
Harris
President
Joe
Menensky, "The shopping
centers took a lot of traffic
away from ' that downtown
area." .
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Vandalism down: dama ge billing
and attitude make differen ce

by John Campbell

Vandalism
is
down
significantly as compared to
last year, stated Dean of
Students Earl Smith.
According to Smith,
"vandalism hasn 't, been the
problem this year." This is
quite a change from last
year, when damage was
heavy. During homecoming
weekend, three lightpoles
were snapped off , a bench
by Dana was demolished,
and students broke two
windows with their fists.
Smith attributes the
decrease to several factors,
including what he calls "a
more rigorous approach-to
dealing with vandalism,
and.;.a changing attitude
students are having-most
students are disgusted by
vandalism."
Another factor that Smith
cites is the change in dorm
damage billing that went
into effect last year. Every
Monday morning each floor
of every dorm is inspected,
and damage is recorded.

The Dean's office then tries
to determine who was
responsible
and that
person is billed immediately
for . the damage. If the
preson cannot be identified,
the residents of the floor on
which damage is done are
billed.
This replaces the system
used in previous years
where all students were
billed $15.00 for the year,
and repair bills were paid ,
from the pool resulting from
the deposit. Dean of
Housing Janice Seitzinger
believes that direct, immediate billing has an
impact on vandals, who
discover that they must pay
for what they damage out of
their own pockets. No
specific record of vandalsirn
costs is being kept under
the new system, however,
money - is received as
needed, and the bills are
integrated into the general
bookkeeping for all costs.
Another reason for the
decrease in vandalism is
President Cotter 's new
drinking regulations, ac-
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cording to Smith. "I think
ifs fair to say that
President Cotter's new
drinking regulations have
had an impact; for most of
the vandalism is the result
of alcohol- certainly that's
true of the people caught. "
Chief of Security Jim
Brennan said , "Generally
speaking, in any college
campus, you could include
alcohol abuse as a contributing factor." However,
when asked if he believed
that the new drinking

regulations would have any
. impact, he said "quite
honestly, I'd have to say
no...whether there 's any
correlation would have to be
seen..."
A " wait and see" attitude
has been adopted by all,
because most of the damage
is classified as room
damage, which is not
assessed until rooms are
vacated in the spring. „.
However, in the words of
Seitzinger, "so far it's much
better than last year."
Robert C. Holland,' President of CED, speaking on th e
use of price mehcnisms to make environmental and
enrgy goals more approachable. (Photo by Mike Swift)

Ho lland:

'Think ing throu gh the ener gy problem '
by Doroth y Distelhorst

The worst way to handle high energy costs is to arbitrarily keep prices down to help the poor, according to
Robert C. Holland, President of the Committee for
Economic Development (CED).
Holland spoke to Colby students and faculty last
Thursday evening concerning the U.S. and energy. He
stated that energy is the second most important
economic problem the country faces, the first being
inflation.
Much of his speech was based on a paper sponsored
by CED entitled, "Thinking through the Energy
Problem."This study was an attempt to put the energy
problem into a "better sense of relative importance."
..Vital U.S. allies are more vulnerable to the rising cost
of importing oil." They are hurt much more than us
(by) the increase in (their) import oil bill," Holland
stated. The cost of importing oil "eats up much of their
foreign aid. "Money that would normally have been used
for internal improvements, especially by underdeveloped countries, must now go toward increasing
crude oil costs.
This sets up a situation of no growth or improvements, causing tension that could lead to war as a
way to break out of this stagnation. Though the U.S.
depends less on the importation of oil than its allies, the
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affect which rising costs have on those countries is of
major conern.
Domestically, in order to keep up with the u.».
standard of living, each U.S. citizen uses approximately
his weight in-oil every two days, causing a "heavy
drain " on the current energy supply of fossil fuel.
According to Holland, "at the (current) rate of world
appetite, (fossil fuels ) are progressively running short. "
By the years 2000 - 2050 "we will have to phase down the
use of fossil fuel" but by that time "technology will
provide us with alternatives so that transition won!t be
painful. "Environmental cost forces put us through
(energy) changes," stated Holland. The U.S. transcended from wood to coal because it was cheaper and
cleaner. Then it switched from coal to oil for the same
reasons. ,
In the _970's the U.S. government, under pressure
from the public made laws to improve the environment.
However,' OPEC was formed at about the same time
adding a new dimension to the energy problem - rising
costs. Adopting measures .for a cleaner environment
came into conflict with becoming less dependent on oil
imports. The impact of OPEC was to change the obje ctive for a cleaner environment .to a tradeoff between
less pollution and energy independence.
.;
The price mechanism , according to Holland, "is better
than any other single tool" to make environmental and
energy goals more, approachable. In order for prices to
reach the necessarylevel to produce the tradeoff effect ,
on more doubling of. energy costs relative to the increase of other prices is necessary. The use of the price
system won't solve ail environmental or political
problems, according to Holland, "but will do more than
any other technique, "
One way to apply the price mechanism is to tax
gasoline and petroleum products and funnel money back
to the poor. This would "encourage conservation , more
efficient use, and a price incentive for , alternative
energy research," according to Holland.
However, the present welfare and tax systems to
recycle the money back to the poor/are insufficient. A
new study is being conducted by CED to consider
alternative, more efficient methods of allocation.
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Colby's board rate, "declared O'Connor, is less expensive than the different variations of meal plans offered at -many institutions. -Basically for each three
week period, students are not charged for 21 meals, but
rather for the opportunity to attend them. Costs are
calculated assuming most students attend only 75 to 80
percent of the meals served. If meal attendance increased for extended periods of time than board rates
would rise accordingly.
O'Connor does the long range planning for food costs.
Each year, he siad, "guestimates" for the increase in
next .year's food charges begin in October, continue
through December and .are finalized in April, even
though the rates to parents are sent out in January.
O'Connor says that his projections are generally accurate enough to allow this process, and not since 1973cause a
74 have- costsV; risen unexpectedly^;-enough
thattothe
board
serious.deficit;in the^x^rationsw He notes
rate has not ihfcreaised asi much as inflation and that his
their efmanagement Vj ^cire
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The food budget usually constitutes 8-10 per cent of the
school budget. In i979i the food service anticipated
revenues and expenditures of $1,491,000 each. Revenues
were actually $1509,000, but expenses ran to $1,523,000 a$14,000 deficit. Last year though, revenues were expected to be $1,715,000 vs. expenses of only $1,706,000.
Revenues ended up totalling only $1,695,000 but expenses
were even less at $1,693,000.
Fifty dollars is refunded to students absent during Jan
Plan. According to ,0'Conrior"This is simply, because
only the cost of the food is refunded." Employees cannot
be furloughed arid energy use cannot be reduced
significantly* so costs are not reduced much.
Often, students complain about the quality of the food,
the lack of it, or the frequent repetition.
_:;' * WeVc^*t itiatcli mother! '
"We can't match mother," said O'Connor., "Obviously
we can't please everyone at every meal."Their aim, he
continued, is to please the largest number of students
possible.
One example is the group of students who requested
that yogurt be placed on the salad bar daily. Yogurt is a
basic staple ait most other schools; but providing it here
for a small group would require an increase in food
charges; According to O'Connor, a poll conducted
several years ago showed the majority of the respondents preferring no yogurt to higher costs.
Anyone who has ever suspected that the meals are
served in cycles is right. The menus are repeated every
12 weeks. The cycle is made up, he said, according to
student preferences.
Italian foods, particularly pasta, are served often not
only because they aire inexpensive, but because students
like them. On the vegetarian side, soybean croquettes
fared poorly with students, so Neapolitan cheese bake
*,
with broccoli has been substituted.
Meart portions are served according to standard institutional weight: 3 ounces of boneless meat, 5-6 ounces
with boh« and ,10 ounces for chicken quarters. First
servings are curbed to reduce waste, but the availability
of seconds compensates for this.
' i;
:
jiift. aond orange juice V
.V- : WTMi*\SuBr^\»i^ c^ea
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Not surprisingly, top choice meat is too expensive for
any institution, stated O'Connor: Steak is provided once
a week and contrary to popular belief, thrire exists, no
"steak endowment fund." In fact , the lamb occasionally
served is more expensive than thie steak, he says.
But no matter what the commodity, what is popular is
what is served, according to O'Connor. T)nia is true of
Colby's; .two most consumed items (orange juice aiid ice
cream) and to special meals (vegetarian, medically
required) where the students dictate what they want or
'.
Freshman, ten.

AIL the required nutrition is made available to the
student; " accor ding t o O'Connor , but the stu dent must
choose the correct foods . .- riot just carbohydrates.The
"freshman ten" weight gain is due more to overeating
than the caloric content of tho food, he said. Head Nurse
Priscilla Sergeant in tlie health center agreed, saying
that one can lose, gain or remain at one's weight according to the intake of food , including Colby food.
Regarding sanitation; the local Board of Health makes
anywhere, from one to three unannounced inspections a
year , and, said O'Connor, Colby receives good marks.
The only violation at the moment is the lack of a sneeze
shield at the Foss salad bar but the shield is being
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Is it true that Foss Dining Hall serves the best food
because it deals with smaller portions? According to
O'Connor, all three halls use the same recipes, and
ingredients. He acknowledges the possibility of human

difference in interpreting the preparation of food, but
O'Connor, swho eats many meals on campus for inspection purposes, says Foss does not necessarily have
better food.
Comp laint Department.
Complaints will-continue to arise. Where do students
complain? Says O'Connor, "I do wish that if people have
problems or praise they'd see us. We have to please the
majority, but we do try to do well by everyone. "
Jenkins reflects these views too, saying that he likes
to face new challenges and that the food staff stays on
its. toes because the students are their number one
priority. Students may lodge complaints with the Dining
Room Council which periodically proposes new ideas for
the dining halls.
Kitchen staff , such as Dana 's Gloria Leighton, a 17year-veteran, showed genuine concern for. students. Not
only did she compliment the student employees, but she
noted that the kitchens' were quite efficient, trouble-free
and more generous with portions than at other schools.
''We really like serving the students,'' she says
Neither she nor Jenkins, himself a nine-year veteran
at Colby, could .ever recall any serious troubles between
the food service and the students. So f ar this year the
only impediments to smooth operations in Dana have
been a live fish mysteriously placed in the lettuce bowl,
some milk taps left running, and some burnt toast one
morning that set off the smoke detectors and fire alarm.
With the completion of the new dormitory next year
and the cutback in overcrowded Roberts' dinner hours,
O'Connor hopes to better use Dana 's hall;He also hopes to make further use of his Radio Shack
TRS-80 minicomputer towards food service operations.
Presently, picnics accounting and planning are done
with its aid.
Energy conservation will be pursued as much as is
possible though not , much can be done with a kitchen, he
stated, especially since they operate a peak electrical
hours.
Students may complain about the food service.
OConnor emphasizes, though, students have a say in
Colby's system and adds that it gets consistently high
marks from students who have eaten at other schools.

-Political —-——
Graffiti ^
Political graffiti has often been regarded as a fair
indication of political attitudes and feelings. If the
following is anything to go by, we appear to beheaded for political bedlam on Nov. 4th!!!
Ted Kennedy for GOD

ReA ^AN fotK £\<iAfCtMm

'osf ct^kesi D£wi r
V'cio
>1&
5
' MICKEY MOUSE FOR PRESIDENT
- Mick ey mouse is a rat

Political graffiti has an uncanny knack of getting
to the root of some rather difficult situations;

NIXON AND KENNED Y
Dickem an d Dunkem
BeatJJnem ployment - V ote Democrat
- Vote Republican and treat it nicely

And finally, a somewhat sick yet amusing commentary on the present American political.system;

Where is Lee Harvey Oswald
when his country needs him ?
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SHRIEK, SLEEP AND CUDDLE
All Winter in Cozy Comfort !
Sleeping Bags ¦50% Off
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All bags are triple layer , ollset , quilted constructi on with no ' ' cold spots '' . All bags
have DuPont' s Dacron Hollotll II* fiberfill Insulation and are tested lor comfort In
sub-zero weather ,
04)1 — RECTANGULAR BAG. Red or blue nylon shell and nylon lining.
33" x 84" . Full separating zipper (when open , it becomes a comlorter), 3 lbs.
- Hollolil II* .
U-02— BACKPACKE R (tapered) BAG. Rust or brick rlpst op nylon shell
& tan nylon lining. 33" x 84" x_ 3" . Full separating zipper. 2'/»lbs. Hollowfil II* .
U-03- FULL-FEATURED MUMMY BAG. Oval hood and " elephant
loot" . Royal blue , brown or dark grean ripstop nylon outer shell and rlpstop nylo n
lining. Specify right-hand or left-hand zipper If yog plan to mate two ol these baas.
33 " x 84 " with wide shoulder area. 3 '/i lbs. Hollof III II* ,
U-04- EXTRA LONG MUMMY BAG: Identical to U-03, but 92" long
with 4 lbs, Hollolil II* . For people over 6'2" tall. A U-03 and a U-04 can be
mated , and the Ipps ot the two bags will matclt up.
All bags are matoablel All bags have top quality nylon coil or molded nylon zippers
and full Insulation -along the entire zipper! All bags come complete with stuff sack!
All bags have drawstring top and velcto '. -All bags have " cord-loli " spring
closures! All bags sell for'double those prices and even more in retail stores! If you
are not saflsfleo tor any reason, return your unused bag for prompt refund or re. placement , as you specify, ; .

,

John Loiscell, the Seller's Doughboy.
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;, Please send me, direct from the factory, the following sleeping bag(s):
U-Q1 rectangular bags at $40,00 ea, D red, ' ? blue
U-02 tapered, backp acker , bags al $45.00 ea,
U-03 mummy bags at $50.00 ea, D fight , n left
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7AM - 9PM seven days a week
: one-da y dry cleanin g service ¦ M-F
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U-04 exira-tong mummy bags at $60.00 ea, U right, O tell
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rot ihipmenl within lorly-iigh l Kouri , plana nnd monay wdet , cotlilnd , teilm oi ciituat 't chtclt. All
ordan paid Itf.by paiaoral check will In shipped 21 diyi altar otdei n itcaivad.
COO. ordgr i jccipUd with $10 par bag dtpoill: howavai, you piy all UPS. chtrgtt. W» bay ill »WpY
pln a ehtrgtt on a» f»«<wW b *gi , NV8 raaldanla add tali * tax,

od In: ?; money order , D ohbok
V S^Lonolos
, ? CO.D.dopoelt, '
YMoko ohecko payable and mall to; SLEEPING BAGS UNLIMITED
88 FtmMn Street, Cohoe., New York 12047
:YY ,v
!
CAMf 'US REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED!
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Career Watch—————
masters in teaching, andI where to write, is available
certification.
Intensivei from Gen in the Career
practicum
involved.
Planning Officie.
Brochure
available in
Roberts 252.
NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY - a great way to
start an international
Fri., Oct. 24 - Columbia
POLICY ANALYSIS AND career! Wig. hire you and
(MBA), 9-4
PUBLIC MANAGEMENT - . let you start when you want
Columbia's
graduate" - perhaps you want to travel
Sign up for all visits in. the program in Public
Affairs for a while, or you have a
Career Planning Office.
and Administration. Can favorite
summer
j ob.
take courses in your area of Looking particularly -for
MASTERS
IN
. interest as well, such as majors in East _ Asian
EDUCATION AT STAN- sociology, journ alism, or• studies; or people with
FORD - Twelve month business. A brief descrip. exotic languages. Computer
program to get your tion, and information ori training also a good
credential. Sign up now for
the briefing on Wednesday
at 7 p.m.
Thurs., Oct. 23 - Babson
(MBA), 9-4
U.S.
Marine
Corps,
Ground
Floor
Lobby,
Roberts
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RECRUITING CALENDAR
Tues., Oct. 21 - -Woodrow
Wilson School - MPA, 9-4
Wed., Oct. 22 r U.S. Marine
Corps, 9-4, (Ground Floor
Lobby, Roberts)
Resume . Writing
Workshop, 2 p.m., Robins
Room, Roberts
National Security Agency
Briefing, 7 p.m., Robins
Room, Roberts
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JflEDICAL CAREERS Saturday, Oct. 18 in Portland, there will be a
medical
careers
fair
designed to help participants explore over 20

different medical careers,.
from Dietetics to Surgical
Open
to
Technology.
Information
everyone.
about location available in
the Career Planning Office.
CONGRATULATIONS!! One senior has already
received a job -offer-for next
year, with a starting salary
of $23,000! (He has decided
not to take it!) It's never
too early to start looking for
a j ob!
'

AriJioU ne^ments

New Jan Plan Offering: Printmaking - Etching and
Silk Screening- A course aimed at teaching the basic
skills of etching and screen printing, in hopes of
promoting creativity beyond these,' baisic techniques.
Prerequisite: two semesters of either drawing or design.
"CAREERS," A JOB Contact Sarah Swager at x333 or Kate Moore at 872-2430
SEARCH HANDBOOK - for more information.
now available, free , in the
Career Planning Library. The Director of the Hamilton College academic year in
An excellent and in- Spain will, be in the Smith Room, Roberts Union
formative,
necessary Tuesday Oct . 21st and will talk to interested students at
reading for those looking for 9 :30, 10:30, and 11:30 a.m.
jobs this year.
Because the Women's Group believe;, that revolution is
no dinner party, we will be sponsoring a pot-luck dinner
and a film on October 24. If you are interested in atAGENCY
FOR
IN- tending
call
Janice
at
ext.
404.
TERNATIONAL
Anyone interested in the Women's Center; call Sheila at
DEVELOPMENT - has a
few positions for un- 2—7901 or Maiy at ext. 335; :
dergraduates in economics.
A representative of the Graduate School of Business
A good . step into foreign Administration will be on campus Thursday, October 30,
service. More information is to discuss the Duke MBA Program. Interested students
available in the Career may obtain f urther information by contacting the
Planning Office.
Placement Office.
Y
-.
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GRADUATE PROGRAM
IN TECHNOLOGY - the
Georgia Y Institute
of
Technology
offers
full
scholarships for study at
their institution. Check out
the details , at the Career
Planning Office !

WASHINGTON
WINTERIM - JAN PLAN '81 The Washington Center for
Learning Alternatives off ers
a January Program on the
Presidential Inauguration
Policy
and
National
Making.' Topics include the
human-civil
economy,
rights, business-government
U.S. foreign
relations^
party
policy,
energy,
politics, and much more.
Lectures, briefings, topical
small group meetings,
discussions with the policy
mak ers, and other learning
experiences. Applications,
available in Room 252,
Roberts. Deadline is soon!
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ready."
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Do it Downcast
by Lisa Hallee
The small gymnasium
had the atmosphere of a
high school dance . Small
clusters of slightly to very
inebriated
people were
scattered around the open
floor or were seated in the
bleachers.
But no high
school dance ever heard the
kind of rock and roll that
burst forth
in Morell
gymnasium at Bowdoin
College when Southside
Johnny and the Asbur y
Jukes came to town.
Though the warm—up
band , the Nervou s Eaters ,
had done their best to stun
the crowd with sheer
volume and terrible music ,
to
managed
Southside
generate enthusias m from
his very first song.
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"Talk to Me" Souths ide Johnny!

\" Richie "la bamb a" Rosenber g slides tha t trombone

With numbers like "Talk
to Me" and "Got to Get .You
Off of Hy Mind ," Southside
got the crowd hopping to the
beat with excitement that
barel y diminished all night.
• The many outstandin g
solos of the horn section,
featuring Eddie Manion on
bar ito ne and ten or saxes,
Tony Palligrosi > and Ricky
Gaz d a on trum pets , and
trombone player Richie "la
bamba " Rosenberg, added
extra
punch
to
an
alrea dy
Southsid e' s
refreshingly rowdy music.
O ne memorable mom ent
f ound Southside alone in the
spotlight wa il ing softly on
his harmonica until .the
stage , exploded wi th the
sounds' of "Fever ," a
class ic ' J ukes song written
by Bruce Sprin gstein.
The tempo continued to
sizzle through Southside
greats like " I Don 't Want to
Go Home " and " We 're
Havin g a • Part y, " after
which the band attem pte d

to leave the stage. They
were soon ba ck to perform
the first encore ,- "All I Want
is Everything. "
The second encore , "This
Time it' s for Real ," was so
inspir ing ; that
two
unidentified men tore off all
their clothes to dance to it.

Nervous.. Eaters
Bowdoin.

(above and upper right ) blast out

Eddie Manion wails
on his sax solo.
F or those who won dered
whether a crowd in Maine
could enjoy New Jersey
rock and roll (if anyone
ever wondered ) , the answer
was clear: good music
knows no geogra phical
boundar ies!

Southside fans fren zy to "Fever "

Review

Burton and Tapper bre eze by

reminiscent of the tunes you
hear between the basement
After havin g read a and the fifth floor ; it was
a
perfor mance
Siromotlon ' *.. booklet full of hardly
etters and articles praising others have described as
the . "breath—taking " and "inspired ," "beautiful ," or
It , was no
V'near magical" talents of "exciting. "
Burton and
the duo , jiurtcn and Tapper;, disaster.
li" .wonder , if they were the Tapper were friendly, at
group I had seen Friday times funn y, and generally
-light at the Coffeehouse , or seemed to be having a good
if I'd been mistakenly time, but it was not a
directed into a crowded performance to be - captured
for posterity.
oleyator.
The mi^sic was light and
Most iijf the music I
heard
was
more breez y (if one were picky it
by Kitty Wilbu r
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could be called "fluff" ) but
har dly very • substantial. ,
The Impression conveyed
was that each was playing
back—up for the other.
Keith Burton , on guitar ,
definitely lost out there.
The one song where , ho
really cut loose was Jimi
Hendrix 's "Red House " ,
and the audience response
was both immediate and
enthusiastic.
Unfortunately, he didn 't get tho
hint , and retreated back to
the lighter , music , which
r
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BEFO RE and AFTE R: Southside stuns students. Photos by Don Gallo
didn 't give him a chance to camouflage ,
selection
- of - original
An interesting change if material by both Burton
show his talent .
Burton ' s talent cannot be Used sparingly, his reliance and Ra pper .
doubted; his Spanish style on these techni ques only
The . em phasis is on
of strummin g and slapping detracted from the per- mellow,
As they say
his strings gives his music a formanc e, ' Tapper seemed themselves , the music is a
sultry, , bluesy feel that was more interested in the mixture of acoustic popular
never , unfortunately, rea lly sounds he could make than music and Latin jazz. "
delivered ! .
in the music he could play.
The turn—out was good,
Steve Tapper 's talent as
The songs in the group's in spite of the fact that It
flutist Is harder to guage.
repetoire . range
irom was Friday
night and
His uso of electric devices , recorded material by artists freezin g cold outside. Tlie
such as tape echo, phase like Dan Fogelberg, Billy small Coffeehouse was filled
shifter , and octavo divider , Joel , Van Morrison , and
though
professional;
at James Taylor ; to Stevie Continued on p a ^9
times
resembles
a Wonder , and include a wide
i
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Entertainment-

'How the Other Half Loves' offers juxtaposed kite

fcy Stephanie Vrattos
"Juxtaposed hilarity" is
the best way to describe
"How the Other Half
Loves," which, under the
direction
of
Howard
Koonce, ran last Fri.-Sun.
at the Waterville Opera
House.
The term "juxtaposed " is
the key to one's appreciation for this captivating comedy, written by
Alan Aycbourn. Professor
Koonce calls Aycbourn "Th<
Neil Simon of Britain."
The story takes place in
the present, and there are
three couples involved.
Fiona Foster and Bob
Phillips have spent the
night satisfying their lustful
desires. The play opens the
morning after , with each of
their respective spouses
quite curious as to where
they had been until 2 o 'clock
in the morning.
The dye is cast when Bob
reports he was comforting
William Detweiller, whose
wife. Bob says, is having an
affair with another woman.
Fiona makes a similar
claim, using Mary Detweiller as her alibi. To
further satisfy Teresa and
Frank's curiosity, they each
invite the Detweillers over
for dinner.
Many false accusations

are made and the actors are
hilariously superb in the
ensuing confusion.
The action of the play is
centered in the living rooms
of the Fosters and the
Phillipses.
The
set,
however, was actually only
one living room, with two
different
doors
that
distinguished the respective
homes of inhabitants. As a
result, there were two
distinct
atmospheres
existing simultaneously.
The attractive and unfaithful Fiona Foster was
keenly played by Mary
Betts. Betts exuded the high
degree of elegance and
charm necessary, to achieve
a convincing Fiona. Her
facial expressions were
particularly
noteworthy
when she thought her
husband,
Frank,
had
discovered her affair. .
Ray Pellerin played
Fiona's lover, Bob Phillips.
Pellerin adequately conveyed an air of egotism and
chauvenism that
was
complemented nicely by his
vociferous wife, Teresa,
played
perhaps
too
aggressively by Joyce
Smith. Although Teresa was
quite fed up with Bob's
indifference, Smith took the
role too far, and her obvious
talent was overshadowed as
a result.

The victims of the confusion over who slept with
whom were Mary and
William Detweiller. y
Katherine Woody was
almost
flawless
in
developing
Mary's
unlimited naivete, to the
point where her . actions
reminded us of the
pleasingly innocent antics of

television's Edith Bunker.
William was brUliaritly
played by Joseph Cromarty,
whose comedic talents are
boundless.. An especially
funny incident was his
experiencing the overwhelming urge to go to the
bathroom while trapped by
the upper-class social codes
of the Fosters.

Another of Cromarty's
more notable scenes occiired at what was perhaps
the. funniest point of the
play. The Detweillers were
dinner guests of both the
Posters-and the Phillipses.
The two distinctive converstions became more
closely executed until
William becomes a target

for Teresa's basin of water,
while he tries to maintain
his dignity with'the Fosters.
The timing in this episode
was crucial, and the actors
were delightfully successful
in making an aistufcely
directed sequence of eyents
seem very real, and very
Continued on page 9 Y

You can t stop the Stompets
by Fran Mullin

have enthusiastically rocked with -The : Stampers. A
survey of Boston Globe readers ranked the Stompers
You can't explain it, if you try you can't do it - Only way third, only behind Boston and The Cars, for the best
Y
to tell is if the people start to move it -1 tell you that it's rock and roll act.
Baglio's act is a sigh, to behold. With incredible
true - You can never be too old - You just better believe
energy comparable to only Bruce "The Boss"
- This is Rock and Roll.
Springsteen'sr the lead singer bounds around the stage,
' . . ¦. :>.
oozing eveiy last cell into his performance.
Someone still believes in rock and roll,
David Friedman on . keyboards,V drummer - Mark
Boston's amazing new band, The Stampers, has not Cuccinello, and bassist Steve Gilligan fill out The
been buffaloed by British punk or the new wave of new- Stompers' sound. Together, these four talented
wave. Ever since 1977, when lead vocalist and guitarist musicians stir up ah exciting, inventive show.
Sal Baglio brought the group together, The Stampers
This Friday, Oct., 17, Colby has the chance to see this
have been dedicated to rediscovering the directness that impressive band. Yes, thank you, that's right. Friday, at
was at the heart of the best late 50's-early 60's songs.
8:30 p.m., The Stompers invade Wadsworth Gymnasium. The concert, sponsored by Social Life, is
This powerful "rock and roll romance!' can be felt in FREE!!! The dance will be catered by The Last
the first refrain of their self proclaimed theme song, Unicorn.
Colby students - this is an opportunity you cannot pass
"This is rock and roll." And you thought the real rock
instinet had disappeared.
up. Bostonians have been paying $6-$9 a head to see The
Stompers in concert. If you are still in "Maine Friday
Audiences all over the East, starting at typically punk night - go see them. You 're sure to get more than your
Boston clubs and continuing into the college circuit > money's worth.
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Don't misa CHRIS FITCH in the pub on Saturday night.
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Flashes of lightning
sparks interest
Y by Karen Pfeiffer
Last - Monday night in
Lorimer Chapel a small but
audience
enthusiastic
British
welcomed
actor?
Shakespearean ;
Deidre Barber arid Arthur
Kincaid in their, original
Flashes
of
show,
Lightening.
YUsing only a simple blue
backdrop and a minimum of
props, Barber and Kincaid
brilliantly presented a wide
variety of Shakespearean
scenes which served to
emphasize the versatility
and talent of the actors.
The " show , divided into
two sections, began and
ended with a "wooing
scene", each one very
different in rhdod and tone.
In the first scene, Kincaid
portrayed the . evil Richard
III (complete,with hunch
and withered arm ) as he
plots to kill his brother and
marry his brothers wife,
lady Anne.
This scene
worked
beautifully-bbth
Kincaid ?s wily Richard and
( yet
pious
Barber's

. . . The other Half Loves
Continuedpom pa ge8
humorous. Perfect timing,
combined with brilliant
performing on the part of
all participants, provided a
laugh-a-minute experience.
Finally, Tony Betts was
nothing short of marvellous
as the gloriously whimsical
character of Frank Foster.
His unrestrained wit and
totally captivating spirit
indeed made him the star of
the show. Betts' British
accent served as a superb
auxiliary feature to an
already - exquisitely performed character.
The props, as well as the
set, took on significant
value in the* production's
proficiency.
"The show is heavily
propertied," noted Koonce.
"It was a major task to
keep the prbps coming on
(The
prop
and
off.
mistresses) did a tremendous j ob."

fascinated ) Lady Anne
emerged as believable and
well—-developed characters.
The final "wooing scene",
from . The Taming: of the
Shrew , was also very well
done and a perfect ending
throwing everything they
had into the hilarious
sparring between Pefcruchio
and his "shrew," Katherine.
In between these scenes
we were given glimpses of
Hamlet. Ophelia, Rosalind
and Orlando (Barber, in
this scene, making a captivating Rosalind disguised
as a boy) and the Macbeths.
Every scene was full of
feeling and understanding
and many times one wished
for the opportunity to see
these talented people in a
full—length production. As
it was, however, the
"Flashes of Lightening"
seen on Monday night were
tantalizing hints of the
talent of Barber and Kincaid and Culteral Life is to
be thanked for bringing
such an unusual and enjoyable production to Colby!

Bur ton and Tapper

Arthur Kincaid and Deidre Barber play Orlando and
Rosalind in a captivating comic scene. (Photo by Dave
Brown.)

Upcomin g Art s Event s

MSTISLAV
the
ROSTROPOVICH,
legendary Soviet cellist,
opens the 50th anniversary
season of t he Port land
Concert Association Oct. 18
in City Hall Auditorium at
8:15 p.m. Rostropovich has
been called "a virtuoso
beyond compare and one of
the most searching and
profound musicians of our
time." The New York Post
said he is "the world's
greatest cellist and possibly
the greatest who ever
lived." For further information call 772-8630.
OF

SORROWS
STEPHEN, a romant ic
comedy written by Peter
Parnell, opens th e Port land
Stage Com pany's "Theatre
Alive" season Fri , Oct. 17.
The stor y revolves around
Stephen Hurt, realt y agent
and, irrepressible romantic,
who Is in love with love.
play
SORROWS
will
through Sat., Nov. 8.
Tickets are $6-$8 with
special rates for students.
Call the PSC Bok office at
774-0.65 for information and
reservations.

SINGER+SONGWRITER Chris Fitch will be
performing in the Pub on
Sat. night, Oct. 18. This act,
brought to Colby by Social
Life, has no cover fee.

Shostakovich and Debussy,
this Sat, Oct. 18, at 8 p.m.,
att he PACB..
Tickets are $3-$6. Call 442,8455 for information.

ZORACH Art CollectionThe art produced by
PORTLAND STRING William and Marguerite
featur ing Zorac h as the resu lt of t h eir
QUARTET,
Kecskemethy, living in Maine will be on
Stephen
Ronald Lantz , Julia A dams view Oct. 26-Dec. 14 in the
and Paul R oss , will perform Colby College Museum of
from
Mozart, Art.
music

Movie Clock
October 16 - October 23
COLBY COLLEGE
Lovej oy 100
22 HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY
7 & 9:30 p.m.
starring Walter Pidgeon, Maureen O'Haia,
and Roddy McDowall $1.00

V;

DRACULA DRAG, „ a
pre-halloween dance, will be
held in the Waterville
Armor y, Sat., Oct. 25 from
9-1. Andrea Re and Clouds
w ill enterta in the costume d
crowd. Donations are $6 and
go to the Mid-Maine
Chapter of the American
Red Cross. For more information call 873-6176.
ROYAL
RIVER
Philharmonic Jazz Band
returns to t he Choco late
Church (the Performing
Arts Center at Bath) next
Sat., Oct. 25. Tickets are $5
and the show begins at 8
p.m.

t

RAILROAD S QUARE CINEMA

16-19 GONE WITH THE WIND ;
7:15 p.m.
starring Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh $2.50
20-22 MEETINGS WITH REMARKABLE MEN 7 & 9:30 p.m.
with Terence Stamp, Dr.gan Maksimovie $2.50
23-26 A MAN AND A WOMAN
7 & 9:30 p.m.
directed by Claude Lelouch $2.50

[

Continued fro mpa ge7
with standing room only
—for most of the night.
The Coffeehouse, because
it is still in the first stages
of development, may seem
a little bare, but it's j ust t h e
right size for a performer to
be able to relate to the
audience on a persona l
level.
. .• ' ' . .
The Coffeehouse is a
MAINE

place where you can relax,
talk with friends, and listen
to music (where else can
you get papaya mint tea for
only 25 cents?). If you need
a chan ge of pace, but are
still looking for a good time,
then the Coffeehouse may
be just what you're looking
for.

ARTISTS-The

HOMECOMING

Talent Tree Art Gallery on CONCERT and dance will
Outer Hos pita l Street in be given by the LoCornotion
Augusta is displaying some Big Ban d in th e Wadswort h

of the artwork of two Maine
artists who died not long
ago.
Ten sculptures by
"Blackie " Langlais (19211977) and 35 paintings by
Philip Wass Brown ( 19141971) will be on view until
Oct. 30. -

Gymnasium on Sat., Oct, 25,
at 8:30 p.m. The dance is
sponsore d by the Alumni
and
Student
Alumni
Associations.
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Colby students Katherine
Scott and Jennifer Strode
were in charge of props.
Several other Colby personnel were also involved in
the production.
In this light, Koonce
added that he has "always
been interested in making
use of the fact that Colby is
in
Waterville.The
cooperation and interaction
between the company ( the
Waterville
Theater
Repertory Company) and
the college has flourished.",
The result of this interaction , "How the Other
Half Loves,", was simply
top-rate entertainment by a
most talented and skillful
collection of players arid
crew . members. Colby's
obviously gifted director,
Howard Koonce, deserves a
lot of credit for making this
play a great success.
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Women s issues
come to fore in
first tear

Changes in physical plant and
social norms expected
The new dorm should be completed next August,
ground should be broken in March for the library addition and permanent expansion at the women's locker
room in the fieldhouse should begin soon.
These are the contingencies set by President Cotter
for major alterations to Colby's physical campus.

The dorm will house 10O students and should eliminate
any need for temporary or emergency housing in the
future. The dorm is designed to be the most energy
efficient on the campus, with east- and south- facing
windows only. Cost of the structure is projected at $3.6
'
$3.6 million.
Cotter deemed library improvements a priority when
he took office last fall. The addition is more
economically feasible than construction of an entirely
new building, according to a study conducted at Colby
last year. The addition is designed to provide additional
office space as well as bookshelf space.

Wor k underwa y on th e construction of Colby's new
dorm. Dorm is expected to be completed by August 1981.

The capital funds drive, including funds for the library
and locker room renovations, still must be approved by
the Board of Trustees. Cotter will outline a proposal for
the drive to them next week. He plans to allocate $6.7
for the library work.
In other "steps affecting residential life , Cotter
presented new guidelines on-alcohol use. He - banned
alcohol at all functions aimed exclusively at freshmen.
He also prohibited it during freshmen orientation , and
did not allow the pub to open until uppcrclassmen
arrived.
Recently, Cotter and Dean Smith authored a set of
regulations for fraternities. The regulations are still in
draft form and he expects to meet with Inter-Fraternity
Council members to finalize the proposals soon.
In addition, Cotter instituted a faculty resident
program. Currently Sandy Maisel is living in Mary Low
Hall, Robert Weisbrot is in Dana Hall . Richard Bell
resides in Taylor, and Father Paul Cote lives in Pepper.
The program , along with the take-a-professor to lunch
program, is designed to promote student-faculty interaction.

Fu lf illing an ina ugura l p romise:
Cotter addresses student diversity
Distribution of the first ten Ralph Bunche scholarships
highlighted President Cotter's efforts to Increase student
diversity during his first year in office.
The scholarships are to be presented annually to
Black and Hispanic Americans and bear the name of a
Black Nobel Prize winner.
Enrolled in this year's freshman class, the first to be
admitted under Cotter, are 13 Black, six Hispanic and
four Oriental students. .Twenty-eight states are
represented, and there are 13 foreign students from
seven different countries. The class of 1983 had six

foreigners from five countries and no Blacks. This year
31 percent of the freshmen came from outside New
Y
England compared to 14 percent last year.
In addition to the scholarships, Cotter has added one
extra staff member to the admissions office, to facilitate
more extensive travel for recruiting.
He also established the Office of Intercultural Affairs
and appointed Peter Jordan, a 1980 Colby graduate, to a
one-year term as director. The office is intended to help
integrate foreign and minority 1 students to the
predominately White, middle class student body.

Chairman of the Board, Robert Anthony, congratulates Willi h Cotter on Inaugural Day in Wadsworth Gymnasium.

Students eval lat e trotter s
first year pc ^forinaiice
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President Cotter has been responsible for certain
dramatic changes concerning the faculty, the most
publicized of which has been the implementation of a
merit system for faculty salaries. Other changes have
included : the creation of a subcommittee to evaluate the
tenure system and more specifically the criteria used in
determining whether a member of faculty should
receive tenure; increasing the input of faculty in the
decision making process; and the recruiting of minority
faculty members to keep pace with the rising minority
population in the student body.
Last year 's dispute over the selection of professors
that were offered tenure has raised the question of the
effectiveness of the existing tenure system. If the
Committee of Nine ( the committee that evaluates the
performance of faculty members and ,then determines
who will be given tenure) had more sepcific guidelines
along which to base their decisions, there would be no
need for the President to reverse any of the committee's
decisions as was the case last year when such a move
led to some rather unpleasant incidents involving

President Cotter was inaugurated just over one year ago this w :k. In his inaugural address,he promised to concentrate on
several issues facing Colby, Do you think that the following issue ave been addressed satisfactorily?
Yes
No
Responses

1) Women's Issues
2) Increasing Student Diversity
3) Hiring Minority and Women Faculty
4) Curriculum Change
5) Residential Life Needs
6) Overall Performance
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Keep your eyes open for the Voter Registration tables
and watch your mailboxes for forms to obtain out of
state absentee ballots!
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Psychology Professor Diane Skowbo. In an attempt to
remedy, the situation, President Cotter has created a
subcommittee to evaluate the system of tenure. The
subcommittee has j ust recently sent its preliminary
report to the Committee of Nine for approval.
Another area for concern has been the recruiting of
minority faculty. Having been comparatively successful
in attracting minority students to Colby this year,
President Cotter has recognized the need for a larger
percentage of minority faculty and in a recent letter to
Department Chairmen, he has encouraged minority
recruiting.
By far the most controversial of all President Cotter's
actions (concerning faculty) since taking office has
been the implementation of a merit system for faculty
salaries. This system evaluates the performance of
professors and on the basis of this evaluation, salary
increases are varied between 11 percent and 15 percent.
This system, when presented to the faculty, was voted
down by 52 votes to 36 and yet President Cotter went
ahead and implemented the system nevertheless.
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Cotter survives first Parents Weekend in President's shoes.

New administration scrutinizes faculty

Ed. Note - The ECHO conducted a student survey on :> did not attend Colby last year, felt unqualified to answer
Friday, Oct. 10 to determine their reactions to President < the questions. The results of the poll are printed below.
j The news articles are intended as a review of Cotter's
Cotter 's first year in office. The. poll was distributed at
the evening meal at each of Colby's three dining halls.
major accompUshnients, not as an evaluation of his job
Response was not high - only 423 persons completed the
performance. The editorial On page 18 reflects the
poll. However, most fresmenVand transfer students, who
opinions of the ECHO editors only.

. "

plan-a J tan

Several changes have been made to aid women
students since Cotter's inauguration ;
Most noteworthy are the substantial percentage of
women among the new faculty on campus this fall, the
hiring of a woman psycho-therapist , the recommendation for tenure of Diane Skowbo, and the expansion of women's locker facilities in the athletic
complex;
Of the 25 new faculty at Colby, 8 are women. This
figure far exceeds the overall percentage of faculty who
are women. It, at least partially, reflects action taken
by Cotter to satisfy the need for more women faculty
which he expressed in his Inaugural address.
Janet Irgang, a psycho-therapist, was hired this fall
as the resultof expressed student need to have a woman
clinician available for counsel. Of the $6,000 needed to
hire her, $2,000 was given by the Student Association
and $2,000 by Cotter, with $500 of the remaining amount
donated.by the lFC.
This fall, Diane Skowbo, the only woman considered
for tenure in 1980, "was recommended for tenure by
Cotter. After having been denied this recommendation
last spring as a result of Cotter 's interpretation of a
close vote by the Committee on Promotion and Tenure,
Skowbo charged the college with sex discrimination.
These charges, made to the Maine Human Rights
Commission were scheduled to be heard in June. Two
days l)efore she was to appear, Cotter informed Skowbo
that he would recommend her for tenure
'S.1?8 ^ 'Stawbo's being first denied and
fhS^fthen
granted
his recommendation for tenure
nothing
to do . with sex discrimination but with had
a
changed
analysis of her qualifications for tenure. However the
nature of her charges has led to the inclusion his
decision among women 's issues during hisof administration.
.
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Underdog Mides
edge previously
unbeaten Trinity
by Don McMillan
and Arthur Jackson
An underdog billing
usually gives a team the
feeling that they have
something to prove. Colby
football proved it's still a
force to be reckoned with
Saturday _ when the White
Mules upset previously
unbeaten Trinity 20-17 at
Hartford. Colby's .once
silent offense exploded for
two touchdowns and two
field goals behind the sharp
passing of Dan Bowman.
The offensive unit picked up
206 yards in the air and 160
on the ground, in what was
by far their best performance of the year.
Although the Trinity team
had 372 total yards, Colby's
defense held them to 17
points, eight of which came
in the final seconds.
"We showed everybody
that we are capable of
beating the best team in the
league," commented coMarble,
captain
Todd
referring to Trinity 's 3-0
record and number one
NESCAC rating before the
game. "Despite losing our
first three games, we never
lost our confidence. We
knew we could win with a
total team effort. "

"The wm didn't come as a
great surprise to me," said
head coach Tom Kopp. "We
all knew we had the talent.
It's just a case of
executing and not defeating
ourselves. We didn't fumble
arid our one interception
wasn't costly ."
With the offensive line
opening up holes, senior
running backs "Jay Donegan
and Paxil Belanger rushed
for 89 and 47 'yards,
respectively: The line's
strong pass protection
enabled
quarterback
Bowman to connect with
split end Matt Maley three
times for 166 yards, including a 63 yard touchdown
pass. Marble, a tight end,
grabbed two passes, including a nine-yard strike
for a key touchdown in the
fourth quarter.
"We needed the players
at the skill positions to have
good performances for us to
win," said Kopp. "Dan
Bowman started his first
game and he really took
charge of the team, completing 7 out of 12 passes for
206 yards. "
Colby's, first touchdown of
the* year occurred on the
Mules' second possession
against Trinity. Four plays
into the drive that started
on Colby's 27 yard line
Bowman hit Maley with a
short pass and Maley
outraced the defenders into
the endzone. Brewster

Burns added the extra
point.
"We were running sweeps
to set up thg play," Maley
explained. "I fakedVa block
and then cut to the outside
where Danny threw me a
nice pass."
Trinity scored their only
first half points on a sevenyard pass from Peter
Martin to Bob Reading. The
point after attempt failed.
The Mules came out of
the locker room for the
second half and marched 65
yards to the Trinity 16 after
receiving the kickoffs The
offensive line dominated the
line of scrimmage during
the drive, opening up
gaping holes in the Trinity
defense. Running backs
Harry Hadiaris, Donegan,
and Belanger all had gains
exceeding 10 yards. Burns
booted a 35-yard field goal
when the drive stalled to
increase-the lead to 10-6.
Trinity countered with a
27 yard field goal of their
own to close within a point
near the end of the third
period.
On Colby 's next series, the
Mules tallied again on the
nine-yard
pass
from
Bowman to Marble, capping
off an 81-yard drive. Maley
again was involved in the
key play. He caught a 61yard pass from Bowman
that put the Mules deep
into Trinity territory. Burns
again added the point after.
"The ball was thrown a
little short," said . Maley
about his catch, "and the
defender went up to intercept it. He started

Qjarterback Sneak
..Sophomore quarterback Dan Bowman on a run. Bowman completed seven
passes for 206 yards and a touchdown to lead the Mules to their first win.
(Ph oto by Don Gallo )
hobbling the ball, however,
and I grabbed it."
"Todd's touchdown gave
us a big boost," commented
Kopp, "and' it loosened the
team up. The score showed
we could put the ball in the
endzone when we were
close."
The winning margin came
from the toe of Burns (who
hai eight of Colby's 20
points), on-a 33 yard field
goal. Maley had the key
gain once more, this time!
on a 43-yard pass reception.
Trinity scored a touchdown with 47 seconds left in
the game, but it was too
little, too late.The TD came

on a 42-yard bomb from
Martin to Reading. Reading
led the Trinity attack with
10 receptions for 177 yards
and both touchdowns.
"This win meant a lot to
us,"' said Kopp, "We can
play better but this is a 100
per cent improvement over
our previous games."
Marble . attributed the
offensive .; success to the
linemen. "They gave Dan
good protection all game
and consistently executed
their assignments well, "
said Marble. "The coaching
staff never got down on us
even though we lost three in
a row, They kept picking
the team up and instilling

confidence in us."
The Mules travel to
Vermont for their next
contest to play Middlebury
College, who suffered their
first defeat last week to
Tufts, 16-14, in a game that
was decided in the final
minute, None of the Colby
players have ever beaten
Middlebury, a traditionally
strong offensive power, and
both Maley and Marble
agree that the squad will be
really tip for the contest.
?'The seniors don't want
to graduate without beating
Middlebury, "- said Maley,
"It should V be a very
emotional game."

Women tie N.E. ranked UNH
by Stephanie Vrattos

Women 's soccer team in action against Bates
earlier in the season. (Photo by Dave Brown)
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The Mules met a revengehungry Bates team / last
Saturday in rain-soaked
Lewiston , Colby had shutout
the Bobcats the previous
week, but squeaked by this
time, 2-1,
The first , half was
dominated by the Mules,
and they took a 1-0 lead on a
freak goal at. 17:30, which
was. credited to Pam Woods.
Freshman Maura Cassidy
dribbled the ball to Woods,
who booted it high and
toward the goal. A Bates
player jumped to head the
ball away, but instead,
directed it into her own net.
The. Bobcats .. showed
' muc
h improvement in th e
second half despite the
heavy rains which ham-

'

pered the play of both
squads.
Three minutes into the
stanza, Lauren Watson took
a pretty cross pass from
Martha Lindoi. and directed
the ball into the net with her
upper body, to give the
Mules a 2-0 edge.
Just two minutes later,
Bates finally got on the
scoreboard with a goal that
resembled Watson's.
The remaining 40 minutes
up-and-down ;
featured
soccer, with both teams
getting several scoring
chances.
In the last two minutes
Bates threatened, taking
complete control of the
game. But. star goalkeeper
Jeffra ' Becknoll had several
saves
to
outstanding
preserve the victory.

On Thursday, Colby facedI mention were the Mule
a tough UNH team, with a fullbacks who were outThe Cowles,
typical biting Mayflower standing;
Hill wind that was to the Dreyer, Glenn, Kennedy,
Mules disadvantage
in the and White combination have
v
done , the job" all season*
first half.
The Wildcats therefore displaying great deterdominated that first period, mination and teamwork,
It was Colby 's Sarah Both teams had equal
Chapiri, however, wh o was control of the ball but again ,
responsible for the game's Becknoll wasithe key. • ,
"j effra kept ¦us : in the,
first goal. Playing halfback, Chapln took a pass game^ said Assistant!
and kicked the ball in • the Coach Sandy ;Maisel,, "she
upper corner of the net; just was simply outstanding." •»
over the outstretched hands ' With three minutes left in
of the UNH goalkeeper; ' ' < the ^ second 'overt ime, the
The first half ended with Wildcats //had t a golden
¦
the Mules leading l-^.^ scoring - opportunity^, ¦ ¦\ >.l
That lead was greatly a Becknell, lin .- . ' her usual
result of the superb play of aggressive style, i.eame out,*
Becknoll, who made about cut doWn the \ angle, and
15 excellent sto^Y ' 1 ' - ' ma de'' a \ great 'save on a
The Second half was much good shot, keeping tho game
more even , Of notable in a 1-rl deadlock , , v

Mules take third

Dodge captur es

NESCAC title

by Nathaniel B. Bisson
/ Satur day, October 11, did
not exactlyV bring weather
suited for the New England
Small / College: 7 Athletic
Conference cr oss coun t r y
championships , yet almost
100 runn ers from ten college
bra ved the wet and cold to
compete ih the men's and
women 's rac es; The result
was new course recor ds in
both races , and an excellent
showing by the Oolby men's
cross country team , y
;
: The performance of the
entire men's team , particularly Kelly .Dodge and
Toidd Coffin , can justly be
' " in
describ ed Y only
superlatives.
Although
team scores were not official, the final tally placed
the Mules third behind
winner Bates and secondplace , finisher Amherst. It
was the best per forman ce
by a Colby team in the
history of this race , improv ing upon last year 's
fourth place finish. Said
Coach Wescott "Overall , it
was an excellent team
performance ;" Y
The spotligh t was garby
however ,
sophomores. Kelly Dodge

nered ,

and Todd Coif in. In winning the five mile race with
a time of 27:02, Dodge not
only set a course record ,
but became the first Colby
runner lever to place first in
this race: Dodge improved
upon his previo us best time
by 1:18, an incredible accomplishment considering
the muddy and slippery
conditions. Dodge did hot
run _ away with the race ,
being continually pressed
by both his team mate ,
Todd Coffin i and the top
runn ers form other schools.
Dodge and Coffin ran with
the leading pack for approximately 2.5 miles - to
the bottom of Runnals hill.
At this point , Dodge and
Coffin pulled away from the
pack aiid had a lead going
into the pred omina ntly
downhill final tow miles.
As they entered the arbor etum to complete the
final leg of the course , they
were j oined by Bates runner
Paul H ammond , who split
the C olby t an dem f or a
!short distance. When the y
emerg ed from the woods,
Dodge an d Cof f in had
reca ptured the top tow
positions , and they began to
sprint the last lap around
tne field.
The hopes for a one-tow
fi nish were dashed as the

inclement weather took its
toll, and TOdd Coffin slipped
100 yards from the finish
line. He ' was passed by
Bates '
Hammond , and
settled
for ' the third
position. .
Coffin placed third with a
time of 27:09, four seconds
slower than Hammond , and
only seven seconds behind
team mate Dodge. Consider ing the circumstanc es,
this was also an impressive
per f ormanc e, as Coffin
shaved exactly one minute
off of his previous best time
on this course.
Almost every member of
the men's team improved
upon his best time. Neil
Moynihan , third for Colby
and 20th overall , improved
his , best by 1:01, and
Duncan Whitney / fourth for
Colby and , 27th overall
clipped his previous best by
an impressive 1:46. Only
Greg H ancox , 5th for Colby
and 49th overall , was off his
prev ious best , and in his
instance by just 10 seconds. .
Co-Captain Bill McCu ily
coming of f a recent injur y,

also ran well.
Coach W escott attributes
Saturda y's success to bot h
the excellent cond ition of
the runners and th ier
knowledge of the course ,
"O ur h ill tra ining was a

Thro ugh Rain C3rSncw
..Neil Moynihan , the third finisher for Colby, runs through the mud in front
.
of Lorimer Chapel. ( Photo by Jim Cook)
key factor in the conditioning of our runners.
Many of the other teams
don't get a chance to train
on hills as rigorously as we
do. Our runners also knew
the particular course and its
hills, which was an advantag e."
The Colby women's cross
country team did not enjoy
quite the measure of success that the men did.
on
Colby 's top runner
Saturday was co-captain
Ginny Low, who placed 19th
overall with a time of 21:53,
improving on her 20th place
finish in last years race.
Second for Colby was
Eleanor Cam pbell, at 37th
with a time of 23: over the
three-m ile course .
Next for Colby and 39th
overall
was co-captain

Karen Sondergeld , with a
time of 23:20. Rounding out
the top six Colby runners
were
Debra
Scanton ,
Roberta Bloom, and Melissa
Caperos.
The women were not able
to radically imporve upon
their previous best times,
which hurt them as far as
team and individual standings wen t. The team was
also hurt by the ab sence of
top runner Anne Cullenberg,
who is sidelined with knee
injuries.
The women 's race was
won by last year 's third
place f inisher , Bowdoin's
J ane Petr ick , who finished
in a record time of 19:54.

appreciated , with numerous
compliments coming from
other runners and coaches
as to their authenticity as
"real cross country cour ses." They were noted as
incorpora ting
interesting
terrain without sacrificing
sure footing. Along with
these compliments came
both tacit and spoken
acknowledgments of the
courses ' difficulty.

Both teams will be in
Brunsw ick th is week end . .
The men will be running at
the Brunswick Golf Course
at 4:00 p.m. on Friday in
the Maine State Cham- ,
The team honors went to pionships. The women will
Middl ebur y, who edged be runn ing Saturda y at
Bowdoin at 1:00 p.m. in the
Williams 50-54.
Colby 's new courses were Maine A.I. A .W. State meet.

R ugger s lose first , 9-3
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by Jim Levy

This past Frida y, the

Colby Rugb y team suffered

a disheartenin g loss to

Bowdoin by a 9-3 score,
The defeat . in Brunswick
marked the end of an unprecede nted
undefeate d
streak which had extende d
since the 1979 fall season.
Tilings looked bri ght in
the opening minutes as Tom
Dougherty pyt a penalty
kick through the uprights to
give Colby a quick 3-0 lead ,
but y ; a . highly ; unusual
Bowdoin dropkicki try, and
point after left Colby on the
short end of 9-3 score , y ¦ ' •¦'
Tho
deciding ; V factor
Friday
was : teamwork ';
Bowdoin had i it, VColby
gh many of
didn 't. Althou
the Colby ¦¦¦¦ players y had
outstanding
« individual
perf ormances , the Ruggers
were unable to: integr ate
' . -:y . ' yy ¦ Y' Yy ;.:;

y ' V, Y:Y

into support the backs , thus
efforts
.The backs , negating any scoring drives.
consistin g of flyhalf Bob This game was perha ps the
Ruzzo , wings Dave Bolger moist physical game both
and Glen Patterson , outside teams had played in a long
center John Sorter , inside time. Tony Lairez , who was
center Terry Mulvey , and forced to , leave the game
fullback
Buzz ' ; "Dave " due to injur y, was heard to
'
always corhmeint , upon returning
didn't
Marcus
up
to their from the Bowdofo inperform
potential. When they did , firmar y, "there were six,
however , the forwards count 'em , six , of their guys
weren 't ' always there for in that place!"
Pearson
V
Coach , Peter
support ,
pr oved, commented after the game
The forwards
once again , their dominance that althou gh Colby lost he
in the scrum ^ the face, off wasn 't displeased because
used to determine possesion the team exhibited the
of the ball , by^ consistentl y potential of a very fine
blowin g Bowdoin off the team , the team as a whole
ball, The forwards making just didn 't jell on that
tite- travel ling team ,were particular day. .. He also
props ; Iluss *?riever sleeps" mentioned that the team
Garlt y and Beep Mcpher- will- now gear itself for the
Jim •'Jim-the r Bowdoin rematch on home
son, hooker
hooker ,., Leviv, second row soii ih two weeks.
men Rick Schaub and Tom
The B team also had a
Doughert y,
, flankers
;
Tony
busy
weekend as;; coStaples
and
Spencer
Lairez , and number -eight captains Rich Rosen and
Steve Rows , lend Colby to a
y VSchwartz ; V
man " . ¦¦•: Jon
¦
'
:¦;
Although ¦ .; the v .drwards 0-G tie against Bowdoin
were excellent in the scrum , while dropping tlie game on
times to Saturday to Bates 20-0. .' ¦
they failed; many
'
¦
¦
¦
V• > ¦
\ . ' . ¦• '•' (' .". , Y , i \ i v> y ^yvW y . Vy;- , .¦:• ;
individual
teamwork!
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..Kelly Dodge (left) and Ginny Low were the first to finish for Colby 's men 's
and women's cross country teams. Dodge, was also the overall winner and set
a new course record at 27:02. Low placed 10th overall with a time of 21.53.
(Photos by Chrlsta Chamberlain )

Betro scores two

"Mules win (at last)

by Steven Nicholas

Welcome back to the
winner's circle, Mules.
Enough of invisible walls,
quasi-magnetic forces , and
rigged games. Pat Fortin's
30-yard bullet into the upper
left corner of the net just 58
seconds into the first
overtime period ended that
"heads-they-win-tails-welose" syndrome which has
frustrated the Mules since
day one.
Yesterday's
problems _ were buried
beneath a frolicking swarm
of Colby soccer players
after that goal and three
others lifted the Mules to
their first victory of the
season
a shutout over
Clark University on a slick
Loeb's Field last Saturday
afternoon.

For a while/ in fact
the entire 90 minutes of
regulation time, it looked
like another dismal goaround for the Mules. Not
only was a steady drizzle
greasing an already knobby
Loeb's Field, but the Colby
offense was plagued by the
same misfortunes that had
helped to keep them winless
through their first five
contests.
Minutes into the game cocaptain Tom Betro sent
streaking Winger Dan Roy
in on a breakaway with a
pretty lead pass. Roy's shot
hit the left post and trickled
wide.

' v .¦

Seconds later Betro went
high in the air to head one
past the Clark goalie, was
called for charging and the
goal was nullified.
It was a rerun of a horror
flick that had already been
seen four times-too manv.
The last 25 minutes of the
first half was just a, flurry
of Colby shots. Betro and
hustling
winger Howie

Emmons collaborated for a
couple , of * excellent opportunities,
but
were
denied.
First Betro, dribbling
deftly through the middle of
the penalty area, rolled it to
Emmons on the left side,
Emmons one-touched it
right back and Betro drove
a shot from 12 yards out
that was just deflected
wide.
During the Mules' next
possession Betro carried the
ball down the middle and
lofted a cross to Emmons
again breaking towards the
net from the left side. The
angle
was
poor . but
Emmons'
slicing
shot
forced the Clark goalie into
an awkward dive, leaving
the rebound for Betro. But
again his shot was wide.
Meanwhile, Clark's shotson-goal were few and far
between.
The Mule
fullbacks were , typically
/
staunch.
Dan "Magic" Matlack,
Josh Burns, Mike Schafer,
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and Fortin were stellar, and
on their occasional lapses
goalie Jamie O'Neil picked
up the slack with some fine
saves.

The second half was more
of the same rerun - a series
of scrambles in front of the
Clark cage with the Cougar
fullbacks blasting it out
whenever they got. the
chance. The Mules had the
Clark keeper Tom Shufflebottom rolling in the mud
all afternoon , jenjoying a
tremendous 50-16 edge in
shots on goal.
Roy and Mark "Hungo"
Schafer provided much of
the offensive pressure.
Roy, who was dodging rain
drops all day, had several
clear shots, and some nice
centering passes. Schafer,
with the aid of his patented
"Schafer Slide," created a
lot of chances near the
cage. But nothing would go
and the Mules were froced
into overtime for the second
time this year.
This time, two things
were evident right from the
kickoff. Firstly, the Mules
are in excellent physical
condition . Despite the additional . strains of a soft,
wet field and a heavy ball,
coach Mark Serdjenian 's
troops were ready; And
secondly, they wanted this
lone- badly.
Less than a minute into
the
overtime
period,
fullback Mike Schafer went
up with a Clark player for a
floating ball, and the
whistle blew.
The Colby diehards lining
the field hissed at the
referee for calling another
Colby penalty.
But he
didn 't. It was jumping in on
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Clark, and that set up
Fortin's blow, an indirect
kick from Dick Muther. '
Overtime in soccer is not
a sudden death deal, but it
might as well have been for
Clark.
It was as if a
massive load had been
removed from the Mule's
offensive shoulders - a good
example
of.
the
psychological aspect of
sports.. The Mules were
kicking now.
With less than a minute
left in the first OT period
Roy, battling in the middle,
forced a dangerous play
about ten yards out.
Practically
the
entire
Cougar squad lined up on
the goal line for the indirect
kick, but th e Mu les never
looked back. Betro's shot
hit the back of the net and it
was 2-0.

The second OT period
only ; prolonged Clark's
agony.
Betro converted
another indirect kick, this
time from 25 - yards out:
And with time running out.
the ubiquitous Dan Roy,
drove a shot off the cross
bar, and Emmons headed
the reboung into an open net
to finish the scoring.
"When we scored that
just
first
goal, . they
collapsed and our offense
exploded," reflected Serfirst
djenian after ¦ his
¦
victory of 1980. ." • ¦ ,: ^ - .V
"It shows what a large
role the mental attitude
plays in sports. We were
psyched."
"It was almost another
ludicrous game," sighed
Serdjenian in reference to
this scoreless 90 minutes. ¦ ¦
But almost doesn't count-not anymore.

The first Athlete of the Week for the
1980 fall season is cross countr y standout Kelly Podge. The sophomore
runner woii last Saturday s New; En- -.'
gland Small College Athletic Confer ence champ ionship race with a time of
27:02. That time , which set a new
course record , was an improvement
of 1:18 over his previous best time.
Considering the persistent rain and
slippery, mudd y track , this in
itself was n nota ble achievement.
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. .Senior co-captain Dick Muther passes off. Muther had
three - assists in the Mules 4-0 win over New England.
- (Photo by Don Gallo)

athlet e of tlie weekv%

$
^ ¦BpReg. 79.95

H

A/teklngARass, .

Howard ^

Honorable mention coos to another
sophomore runner , Todd Coffin , who
finished second for Colby and third
overall with a time of 27t00. tto
;i
would hav£ completed a one-two
finish for the Mules, had hi. not slipped \
100 yards from the
v finish line.
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Field hockey team eartis
number one billin g

. But Colby was determined
to -win and Leah Maher got
from a penalty stroke taken things going when she
by Chris Hood. The Mules scored to tie up the game.
The -field; hockey team were awarded the stroke Not satisfied with just one
beatVUSM 4-0 last Wed- when a USM player pur- goal, the Mule offense kept
nesday to put themselves posely hit thfe ball out of V ithe play down by tne
into ;J thb; number One play by the edge of the goal Lyndon State goalie. Once
cage after haying been again Maher drove one into
position in the state.
The v game began slowly previously warned not to by the cage from a penalty
referee. Hood's shot was;/ 'corner.
withV i boths teams playing the
perfectly
placed, to the;
faifltfYVevehly. However,
goalie
s
right
side and just
'
Colby Yorily needed a few
During the second half,
minutes » pa warm up, for below her waist.
the Mule's defense was very
soon they began to look
strong, holding back any
stronger, and towards the
Further into the half attempts by the opponents
eridVpff the first hatf left Sandy Lang, who was cited to get into the Colby circle.
Leighton by Coach Pluck as outwing . '; Katie
knocked in a goal off . a standing player of the
cross pass from Sandy game, pushed one in, • Diane Peterec made some
Lang. -¦¦
making the final score 4, -0; incredible tackles, notably
The J.V. teiam played to a one where she slid a couple
After the half, the Mules 3-0 win. Sophomore Emily of feet in the mud to steal
came 5)ack, determined not Batchelder and freshman the ball from a Lyndon
to follow the pattern of their Sarah Woodhouse all scored State wing. Moira Manning
last two.games, which they for Colby.
consistently stole the ball
had tied and lost aftop
from the. opposing offense,
leading 1-0 at halftime.
also.
Last Saturday in the rain
Accbrdingly, the offensive
chilly temperatures Offensively Maher scored
and
line came back full force
Colby met Lyndon State two goals in the second half.
and a few minutes later whom they had never Freshman Maureen Betro
they got results in the form beaten previously.
scored Colby 's fifth goal
of another Leighton goal.
making the final score 5-1.
The rest of the play From the beginning both
Maher was chosen outcentered at the USM end teams looked strong with
standing
player of the game
with onlyVan occasional hit everyone moving quickly to
for
her
efforts and also
making it through to the
received
the
game ball from
Colby end. These were the ball. Lyndon State
a
very
pleased
Coach Pluck.
effectively stopped .by the " began the scoring within
The
Mules
take on the
tough , defense including minutes of the start on a University of Maine at
goalie Sara Bunnell who hard, accurate shot that Presque Isle this Saturday
had 5 saves.
eluded Bunnell.
at 3:00.
1
ym,
,,
.,
vy, ¦ - . " , *«) ¦ ¦¦¦>
..m. w ': "? A. ' . . ' ; i" - , ,
Colby 's third goal was

by Katie Leighton

Happy DBi^^re Here^gain
. .The skies were not exactly clear again , but Colby sports fans certainly had a
lot to cheer about last weekend. The football and men's soccer teams won their
first, the field hockey team jumped into a number one ranking, and Kelly
Dodge won the NESCAC meet. (Photo by Don Gallo )
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Commissio ners • Ha ltik Nural
" Yy
J ay Krusc ll

Tennis Team
Streak Snapped

Keep fit? Ski

Cross-countr y.

CROSS COUNTRY SKI EQUIPMENT
SALE
REG.
30.00
15.00
KNICKERS
S-M-L-XL
SKI HATS - BUY ONE GET ONE FREE!
6.00
11.95
SHORT GAITORS - rust color
12.00
6.00
WIGWAM RUCKSACK
Knickersock
FELLS LEATHER BOOTS
All first quality, no seconds
20.00.
44.95
Sizes 5-13
30.00
SKILOM XC BOOTS 75 mm
55-60
¦ ' .' ¦
5-13
. .
•
30.00
59.95
SKILOM XC BOOTS SO mm ,
25.00 54.95
FALK BOOT-75 mm
60.00
30.00 '
' J ETTE BOOT 75 mm
15.00
20.00
SKILOMJr. BOOT0

SWIX WAX

*
^

0

c& %&

ONE LOT BOOTS $10.00
SKILON Jr. XC Wood SKI
120-140
150-170
LANDSEM CLASS SKI
195-215
LYTE CLASS SKI
180-215
SKILOM 181 WAXLESS „
180-215
SKILOM 180 WAXABLE
r 180-215

|

28.00
34.00 -

SKILOM MICA WAXLESS
180-215 .
SKILOM 188 CLASS SKI
180-215
STIX GLASS POLE
120-155
-.Cs Cl'

*16.00
18.00

80.00

30.00

80.00

40.00

90.00

45.00

90 00

40.00

100.00

50.00

105.00

50.00
6.00

12.95 v

ABOUT 100 PRS. SKIS

e~$TW _C* VALUES TO $85
YiJ\. \PM CLOSEOUT $10 to $20
C
0NE LOT KIDDIES BOOTS
£V^
V*

$5.00

BICYCLES

(M) H d$D

SCHWINN® i|B SCHWWir
REG.

BICYCLES & EQUIPMENT
TAKARA MEN'S

2„ " 5-Speed

TAKARA MEN'S & LADIES
27" Wheel 3-Speed
UNIVECA MEN'S & LADIES
27" Wheel 3-Speed
RALEIGH SUPERCOURSE
25" Mens Re'd
RALEIGH CS COMPETITION

531 Frames 21 '/j -22'/j -23V)

SCHWINN JR. VARSITY
24" Wheel lOonly
SCHWINN BMX BICYCLES
11Models to choose from
SCHWINN WORLD TOURIST
Men 's & Ladies 19-21-23-25
SCHWINN WORLD SPORT
10 Speed Men 's & Ladles
19-21-23-25"

"

99.99

159,95

110.00

369:95

249.00

579.00

39..QO

499,00

349.00

186,95

139.95

The Men's Clini c
¦_¦_ mmmmmmmmmmmmm
immmmmmm
mmmm ^mmmmmmm

Open every Friday from
8 aft. to 12 noon in our

•Confldentlal VD screening
•confidential vd treatrnent
•Fertility/infertility information
•Health care counseling y ;

$50.00OFF
164.95

169.95
¦!
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'
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and Colby won a total of
seventy.
The team didn 't meet up
with their next challenger
until laist' Saturday, when
they played and quickly
defeated Bowdoin College.
The last home match of the
season was played in the
Colby fieldhouse because of
inclement weather. Coach
Nalbandian commented that
the Bowdoin team was
much improved over last
year's team and she expected the competition to be
quite good.
Bowdoin,
however, was defeated
earlier in - the week . by
Colby's toughest rival,
UMO by a score , of 5-2.
Coincidently, this was the
same margin Of victory for
the Mules over the Polar
Bears. Winning matches
for Colby were Maura
Shaughnessy,
Brigid
McCarthy, Wendy Wittles,
Janey Reimer, Sue Winslow
and Ellen Heubsh.
Freshman
Vicky
Crouchley, Becka Cunningham and sophmore
Nancy Raynor joined the
squad playing exhibition
matches against Bowdoin
last weekend. The doubles
team of Raynor and Cunningham finished victorious
over the Brunswick team by
a wide margin.
The team looks forward to
an
exciting
week end
starting! Friday morning at
Amh erst,
Massachusetts
where they will be competing in the New England
State
Tournament.
Representing Colby will be
the following team members: Maura Shaughnessy,
Brigid McCarthy, Amy
Park er, Chris Robinson,
Wendy Wittles and Janey
Reimer.

SALE

159.95

'

125,00

'

Staffed by male y v
medical practitione rs |

139.95

WG&OI SKKgXP &Q
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The women's tennis team
was temporarily shaken two
weeks ago when their goal
of an undefeated 1980
season was shattered by the
University of Vermont. The
starting squad of nine
women
traveled
to
Burlington, Vermont two
weekends ago to face the
relatively new rival, a large
state school with roughly
five times as m§ny students
as Colby.
Teams
from
large
universities such as UVM
generally provide superior
competition for smaller
private institutions- such as
Colby, but the women
suffered only a marginal 4-3
loss.
Winning matches for
Colby
were
Maura
Shaughnessy,
Brigid
McCarthy, and freshman
Sandy Winship. Colby was
at a major disadvantage at
UVM because of the fact
that the university had only
four outdoor courts which
meant th at three of the
matches had to be played
on indoor courts in UVM's
winter hockey rink.
All of the matches were
finished in only . two sets
with Colby's first singles
player -Maura Shaughnessy
having the , toughest competition but eventually overpowering her opponent Pam
Hensel 6-4, 7-6.
The following afternoon ,
the squad made up for this
unexpected loss to UVM by
overpowering Norwich by a
7-0 score. The competition
was much less intense th an
in the UVM match. Norwich won a total of eleven
games Saturday af ternoon

159.95 ' 110.00

21V»-22Vj -24Vi leach

RALEIGH SPECIAL RECORD

by Kathryn Soderberg
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658 River tide Drive , Augusta Armory Road , Wotervill a
Til. 623*1168 '
Tel. 873-B49D
.
'fli es* Wed. 6 .6
Tue.,, VVed,, Thur $,9.6
Thur.., Fri. 9 8
Fri.9-9
Sat.9-5
Sat .9-5
'
Cloted Monday t lhrou oh Foll.

¦

v yy -y v *;:V; , v y y sk ^hogiah ' ,v
watei rvllie V
50 wat er street
101 water S t r e e t - ; j v
y
tel.
474-8487 Or
Tel. 873*2122 br
(
;.
1-800-452-4667
l
;
1.800-452-8760 :
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Duece
Colby's Nancy Raynor attacks the net in a recent
match against Bowdoin. (Photo by Mike Swift)
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Oct. 17-18 : Women 's Tennis
New Englands
at Amherst

'
I
'
I1

_. _

Women 's Cross Country

I

I
I
¦

:

!

'}

n
10:00

Oct. 18:¦ Men 's Football
¦ . , at Middlebury
1 :30
;
;
." I
,V' " v ' :, V :" : ' .
Men's Soccer
¦
at Southern Maine • > ': ' * 2;00

I

i

Maine Invi t. at Bowdoin
4:00
¦
¦ ". .:= ¦ ,:¦¦ .. :, . - ,-i
:: .. . :.\ : :V
.
Women's Field Hockey
»
U. M.-Presque Isle
3 :00 ,

I
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Men . .™ Coin*/

1
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MAIAW at Bowdoin

1 :00 |

Women's Soccer
Bos ton College

I
2 :00 ,"f
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Oct. 20:
Women 's Field Hockey
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at
M.
-Farmin
gton
3
:00
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Women 's J V Field Hockey
at U. M.-Farmington
4:15 '!
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Oct , 21:
,

Women 's Soccer
' Bowdoin College
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Bates Col lege
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Letters To The Editor
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Colby salute or the grass is alway s green er on the other side
To the Editor:
I was accepted last April
as a transfer student to the
University of Virginia
located in Charlottesville,
VA. I said my goodbyes to
Colby and friends without
knowing when I would, ever
make it back to Maine.
I arrived back at Colby a
week after first classes had
begun. I registered late,
got settled in, aiid; now, feel
like I never left. V I do riot
regret trying to transfer
from Colby. My two weeks
at U.V.A. seemVso distant
and lost now -~ but have
made me realize more
about Colby i and about
'¦ ¦ '
. . ..'

myself.

In considering the idea of
returning to Colby, I had tr
seriously reconstruct the
reasons; why I had wanted
to leave. -1 , thought 'Colby's,
small size and location were
limiting factors — making
me feel very confined and
isolated. IV did ' not feel
Colby had any uniting spirit
within the student body and
students seemed apathetic
towards activities and even
learning.
I needed a
change.
I arrived, at U.V.A. at the
end of August feeling like a
freshman once again tfacing unfamiliar faces and
surroundings. I was living
off campus (U.V.A. only

houses freshmen on campus) and did not fee!like a
part of the school at all.
The classes were huge and I
realized quickly that I
would only be another
number to all my professors
for the next two . years.
They would never know my
name ¦ and
never care to
know. ¦;. '¦' In class sizes of
400—500 students " (total
enrollment ' is 16,000), the
number of students is just
too high to receive any
individual attention from
the faculty. I even had a
difficult time in finding
someone to discuss my
credits, requirements and
program.
In a university environment, a student is
expected to be extremely
independent.
Professors
seem
inaccesible and
non—caring., Students walk
around campus occasionally
recognizing another student.
If I had entered U.V.A. as
a freshman, I might have
had a totally different
perspective.
But after
being accustomed to a
small environment at Colby,
I realized that I didn't like
my "sought after" larger
environment .
Since I have been back at
Colby, I have not regre tted
my decision to return once.
I realize now that it was not
Colby itself that I didn 't

like. Instead, it was just made close friends who are
my attitude. Colby is a real friends — sincere and
great place. I appreciate down to earth.
my small classes now and
An enjoyable college life
realize how important the depends not oh the school
student—faculty relation- itself , but upon the students'
ships are. I also feel a part effort and this is true at any
of the school , and the school. If you are comstudent body at Colby. I've

plaining that there's nothing
to do here, get out and
make something happen.
Do not be at the mercy of
just what the campus offers. Get involved. Get
other people involved.
Make Colby what it could
be.

high voltage, I suspect there
will'be some temptation for
some students .to climb
poles and otherwise fiddlemeddle with CMP equipment and wiring.
Somehow (publicity) it
must be impressed upon
serious
students
the
potential dangers involved,
i.e. the voltage is "4,160

volts" (not 110 volts as at
home). Obviously, it would
be life threatening to fool
around in this area. CMP
will
take
unusual
precautions to protect live

So, if you 're discontent
here or thinking of transferring, carefully consider
your reasons for wanting to
leave and then give Colby
one more honest effort.
Sincerely,
Suzy Teare

W arning : 'watch tho se live wires '

To the Editor
Central Maine Power will
be working in the Quad for
the next eight weeks installing poles in the back of
the library. The poles will
carry high voltage lines
during the renovation.
Although the poles will
have signs cautioning about

Voltage-Danger"
"High
signs etc.
Sincerely,
James Brennan
Director of Security

thanks

wiresj but no. work of this
nature can be completely
safe if someone decides to To the Editor:
fool around in spite of
On Friday, October 3, I
had the ,_ opportunity to
return to Colby for the first
time in a year. I looked
forward to the visit, arrived
late Friday, parked behind
and i thought about how Foss Hall, and met a friend.
a half hour I returned
marvelously efficient crows toAfter
my
car
to find that it had
are at pulling apart carrion, been vandalized.
no, i did n't see a movie,
Fortunately, since it was
but i thought about making parent's
weekend, my car
one - oddly naturalistic epic, and
not
somebody's
the trip didn't tire me at all. parent'
s car was victimized.
in fact, i felt quite A parent
could riot fully
rejuvenated.
appreciate such • warm
hospitality after spending so
contently,
much money for tuition. As
e. j. meade
a recent graduate, however,
I can relate to such activity.
Vandalism, after all, is a
free form of entertainment .
No hard feelings, really,
just a poor impression.
Perhaps I will double my
may be mucn more of a contribution to the Alumni
challenge-than you think!). Fund next year to aid the
But remember - one of college in recruiting a
the biggest . reasons those higher caliber student.
animals are there is
because of hunter support of Yours truly,
wildlife programs, and John Devine '78
EVERYONE can benefit
from the hunters' concerns.
Sincerely ,
Mike Martin

A funny thing happened in Oakland
to the editor :
. Where did I go
weekend?
Oakland
Oakland?
yeah. Oakland, i
Saturday morning _
returned that very
ternoon.
How did I get there?
i simply walked ,

this
left
and
afit's

inexpensive and far less
energy intensive than a
trans-atlantic flight.
Why did !go?
to think freely and
"breathe good air. i thought
about my brother who was
running a race that afternoon, i thought about
mom who was probably
happy that the weekend
arrived after a long week.

My spiel : moose season defended
To the Editor :
I 'guess I just cannot have
ah idle reaction to last
week's Sports Spiel. I have
found in my four years
here thatMaine really takes
a rap from Colby students,
and the moose season
comments, and especially
the grossly , misleading
cartoon, only add to the
"Nard" image.
Of course the buck was a
big influence in the decision
to have a moose season 1
Any state exploits its
resources; it's just , that
Maine hasy resources that
are different from those of
other states.
I do not know how many
of you realize it, but Maine
is a pretty poor state, >
ranking dead last in the
nation with regards to per
capita disposable income.
With meat prices the ; way
they are; many people are
willing to part with twentyfive dollars in order to put a
few hundred pounds of meat
ih the freezer, (I'll vouch1
for the fact that the meat is ,
excellent).
¦
Also, it was estimated ¦;
that the moose season ;
fueled , more than one
million dollars into Ideal
economies of northern
Maine, I will admit that this
hunt was more of a
slaughter. But, as stated in
the article,' moose will
* «•«¦(
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adapt to their environment.
After a few more hunting
seasons, they will probably
become as elusive as deer.
Another reason that
moose should be hunted is
because of their negative
effect on the deer herd,
which is economically far
more valuable to the state.
The average moose is about ,
five times larger than the
average deer, and the two
species consume the same
types of food during the
critical wintering period. If ,
the two species are competing, it is fairly easy to
see which one will fare
better. A cutback in the
moose population would
allow deer to reclaim
sections of their former
range.

If you are worried about
hunters
exterminating
Maine moose, calm your
fears. The state has an
excellent Fisheries and
Wildlife Department, and
they are not afra id to take
unpopular measures to
avert excessive harvests.
This ' was
exemplified
recently by the closing of
this year's b ear season two
months early for fears of an
overkill.
V
It is habitat destruction,
not controlled hunting/ that
is the most deadly enemy of
wildlife.
Now lot us return to the money aspect, That $180,000
did not, find its way into the
- '* : ' »
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state's general fund , The
Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife is in charge of
that money. Here are some
of the things accomplished
with that money: fish and
game raising and stocking
is * carried on by the
department. Game wardens
receive their training and
salaries
(which
are
ridiculously low for the
work they have to do ) from
the department.
Fisheries and Wildlife
biologists conduct extensive
research to preserve the
quality of Maine wildlife. (I
know how hard they work
because I have assisted the
Fisheries Division for the
past six years).
Very importantly, the
department
sponsors
programs that teach hunters the concerns of safety
in the woods. Also, wildlife
refuges, where ANYONE
may visit and observe
wildlife, are secured and
managed by the .department.
And how are the abovementioned programs funded? Except for a nearlyexhausted
bond
issue
passed by Maine voters in
1974, hunting and fishing
license revenues are • the
sole support of the Fisheries
and Wildlife Department
(an d the same holds true in
many other states),
I could probably fill most
of the ECHO with details of
¦
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my "spiel," but I will spare
the bored and offended.
Maine is different, for
sure, but please don't look
down on it. Make it a part
of your liberal arts
education to strike off into
the woods, or visit a state
game preserve. Take a
gawk at a moose; try
sneaking up on a deer (it

Tha nks
again

A modest proposal
To President Cotter and the
Colby Community:
Colby has been doing a
notable job of saving
energy; our next step is to
cut the oil bills for heating.
', The Energy .Action Group
proposes tliat the temperature in academic and
meeting areas be lowered to
60 degrees F,. down from
the current 65 degree
temperature. This .would
include
classrooms,
laboratories, lounges, and
dining halls, We, the
Energy Action Group,
estimate that this would
save about $.0,000,00 a¦ xyear
at current oil prices. -^"
At the nety 60 degree F.
temperature; writing ability
will not be affected.
Students and faculty will
not be uncomfortable if they
wear, proper clothing, I.e.,
turtle necks, wool sweaters.

To the Editor :
I'd like to thank your
paper for David Strage's
recent contributions
.particularly his article on
graffiti -- • and am anticipating the installation of
weekly
a
"Graffiti
Column." After a semester
of dangerously serious
commentaries by concerned
students ( i.e. the "Free
Speech" section of last
year's ECHO) , it's a relief
to return to such futility.
Keep up the good work
everyone.
Sincerely,
Valerie Fulton

Among other colleges to
drop
their
classroom
temperature to 60
is
Bates.
Colby
has
already
realized large savings from
dropping down to 65 degrees
from 70 degrees>We believe
our proposed temperature
decrease is an appropriate
action for further energy
and monetary sayings.
Sincerely,
The Energy Action Group
-
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Ail letters must be signed and submitted by Monday
authors identity must be known to the Editors. The
Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any letter. If
we receive several letters concerning one topic of interest, we may print only a representative letter. ,

evening" Names will be withheld upon request, but the
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Preside nt Cotter after one year :
. . . earnin g a p assing grade
Since taking office, President Cotter has been in a
hurr y to see chan ges. Above all else, he wants to ensure
t ha t the acad emic progr ams :that are off ered are as
good as they can be. He is a very demanding man who
expects nothing but the best from those" aroun d him. He
has become aware of certain proble ms and has been
trying to overcome them. Vet in his eagerness to
overcome these difficulties, it might be argued that he
has acte d somewhat hastil y without alwa ys bei ng aware
of the immedia te consequences . Overall , however , it is
clearl y appa rent that he has the college's best interests
at heart and will continue to str ive f or excellence in all
fields. ;
In his Inaugural address , Cotter expressed his uncer taint y that women , " al t hough equal in numbers at
Colby for some time, have been fully equal in rights. "
Not much has changed in a year.

Cotter has limited his role in aidin g the women of
Colby toward equality to a reactive ra ther than an
active role. Wheri pushed , he came throu gh. Bu t he had
to be pushed and sometimes pushed to the wall,
Cotter should be applauded in his efforts to increas e
studen t diversity. Changes in the campus population ,
although not pro found , are significant for a one-year
period. Colby has long needed a program like the Ra lph
y
Eunche schola rs hips to attract minor it ies to the lar gel
¦
white upper-middle-class college.
> ' •¦Cotter also rat es good marks in attention to
residential life, although , the results of the majority of
his actions remain to be seen. He has mad e broad-based
efforts , extending from alcohol use to library capacity.
Colby has a-history of building construction problems ,
however and the dorm is being built on an extremely
fast time schedule. It remains to be seen if his first
major project is successful.

The ColbyEcho
r"

Women s Center:

Lu cy Nichols
Editor-in-Ch ief

•

Doroth y Distelhorst
Layout Editor

Lisa Hallee
Features Editor

Cr aig Bystryn ska
News Editor

Don Gallo
Photograp hy Editor

Frail Mullin
Arts Editor

Steve Nicholas
Sports Editor

A break with tradi tion
by Mary Glenn

Tra dit ion is fine . We love trad ition at Colby. But
tradition can build complacency and passive acceptance
of one 's fate as deemed by some arb itrar y blob .

David Strage
Contributing Editor

Bill M aley

Rich Secor

Frail
Carol
John
Chris
Mark
Beth
Scott

Forte
Birch
Yates
Morrill
Labdou
Pniewski
Sophos
Kitty Wilbu r

Inst it ut ions are seen as legitimate simply because the
status q uo has been around longer than we 've been. A
monop oly on one side of the cam pus along with a general
" second rate ism" is usually just if ied in one word ,
tra dit ion .
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Advertisin g Manager
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One would expect (demand even) that Colby College be
equitable in its treatme nt of men and women/ since
Colby has been ¦• coeducati onal prac tically since the
college was founded. Yet the establishment of a Women's
Center seems to some people unnecessar y, and to others
impossible. To many, a Women 's Center beyond the t iny
room allocated in Rober t' s Union is merel y wishing for
the ideal , the unattainable , and perha ps, the undeserved.
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Proofreaders:
J criny Baliion, Jo yce Cannell ,
Melanio Fahlm, Burr Johnson , Marie
Maliawco , Elizabeth Nadeau , Lisa
Ober , and "Karon Soinrner ,
•
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Colby , the college iii Maine who loves comparison ,

should consider th is: "The Trinity Women 's Center is a

collectively run organization committed to promoting
personal growth and community amon g women. It was
established by a grou p of Trinity women in September
1977, with funding from the college. ,
The desire for a center at Trin ity grew out of a conviction that women have special needs , interests and
problems that¦ are not always met in the male-dominated
' '¦ ' ;.
culture ..
The center sponsors lectures , discussions , courses,
social events designed to heighten
awareness and involvement in womens ' issues. Through
its various activities , the center strives to meet the needs
of all Trinit y women and women in the .Grea ter Hartford
community. Located on the third flpor df Ma ther Campus
Center , tho facilities include lounge space , a librar y and
kitchenette. '^from the Trinity handbook )

exhibits , and

_

Trinity in Hartford (no bastion of liberalism ) instituted
its Women 's Center after only seven years of coeducation . Bowdoin is seeing the same success this year.
Perhaps comparisons are a bit unfair because both
Trinity and Bowdoin broke with tradition by accepting
women in the first place.
But one thing is clear , in order for thin gs to change ,
one must break with tradition. As Colby 's conservatism
grows , so does the feeling of futility and passivit y.
Tra dition should not get an automat ic 0,K., and if
tradition is the only justification then there is no
justifi cation at all.

Another incident
To the Editor:

, ,

Las * .Saturda y night I
exper ienced someth ing ' that
I . never thou ght could

happen to nieV After a long
night of wild part ies, I
stumbl ed home and passed
out, half-dressed , on my
bedX This was not an
unusual experienc e. What
followed, however , was the
and
most ¦ ridiculous
frightening . . incident I' ve
ever been throu gh: at Colby
or anywhere else.
I awoke frpm my general
haze with an uneasy feelin g.
There were two men in my
room ! One was sitting on
my bed.

.

. ','¦-

At first , I thought it was a
joke. It was 3:30. Two of my
inebriated friends stopped
by to talk about life. I was
in no condition to talk about
anything, so I said, "Get
lost, ; guys. Leave me
alone." Th en I looked at
them . The y wer e drunk , but
they weren 't my friends.
And they didn 't leave.
One guy assault ed me an d
tried tp rip off my shirt
while the other one watc hed
at the door. Both joked
about the ir lit tle prank .
"But you invited us," they
lied. I wasn't laugh ing.
A semblance of ba t tle
ensued , and , tr ying not to
panic , I untangled myself
and k icked the one guy off
of my bed. I fought back the
overwhelm ing
urge , to
scream loudl y . I nstead , I
calmly repeated , "Go.
Leave . G et out. " for a good
five minutes.
Af ter quite some time and
a bit more harrass ment ,
they finally left; I locked the

Even worse-r several times
in the V last month ! I t 's
pretty scar y i
How " can V we let th is
happen? V Why
doesn't
anyone say anything ? Sure ,
to V.them Vit was "just a
jok^",W but VI can see no
biimor
ih
sexual
harrassment . Somehow I
just can 't laugh off being
attacked in my own room at
3:30 A.M. v : ,.. '. '
Something 's
obviously
very wrong here. Women
shouldn 't f ear walk ing alon e
or
staying . ; but
after
nightfall. No one should be
afraid of being in at night.
Trespassing and breaking
and enter ing are CRIMES
in the "rear ' "world. (So is
assault ) Invasion of privac y
is just plain wrong . And two
aga inst one is unfair invany
game.
I've never been a very
paranoid ^pereoroY I never
used to 'lock * my doors .
We're riot talking big city
criminals or even Waterville weirdos , here; people
are
usuall y war y of
strangers. ; But c for : some
stupid reason , I thoug ht I
could trust
my own

classmates.

Sincerely,
"N ame
re quest "

v .

withheld ^

on

Answer \
Dear Editor :

\

To the author of "Why
Can 't I Walk Alone?"
( October 9 Letters ) and
anyone else who is intimidated arid harassed on
door behind them.
the campus. If you can
This episode was , to say identi fy an yone who does
the least , unnerv ing ; These such th ings , let . me V know
two ;• guys; are Colby and I'll showVyoii how fast
students . I've seen them at the Student J udicial Board
football games and at and the Dean 's Office can
dinner in Robert s. From work . . . •" • ¦ •"¦< • VV • ' ¦ ' ,.
talking to a few close
friends , I' ve learned that Earl H. Smith . 3
they 've done this before. Dean of Students

Well done. J ohn
To the Colby Community
';
and Nell Moynihan:

any aspect , of . a director 's
artistic freedom ,y from . the
selection of his play to the
color of his progra ms. This
includes ' castin g ,;
' •--This is hot "to ' say that we
don't advise or v suggest

The
question
of
pre—casting has been a
pain in my neck since last
May , when John Foster ,
pre— cast Arsenic and Old
Lace. At the time I tried to things to the dire ctor. We
make clear what the do. I do, for better of for
position of Powder arid Wig worse. In the specific case
of pre ^-castlhg, we ridvls e
was concerning the matter.
I hope at this time to clear that direc tors hold .- try—outs
for all parts of all plays , not
up any remaining doub ts.
only
te be fair to the actors
There is only a certain
kind of i authority : which and actresses; but to be fair
Powder and Wig has over a Vto himself; After all; hidden
director , which might best talent IsV poppir teYup in
be described y aB ;V ad- V Colby all the time. * But if a
ministrative. We concer n ' . direc tor ' ;; chooses" V to
ourselv es
the i pre- icast; who should have
. , .with
qualificati ons of^ a dir ector: the right to say to him nay?
budgets , advertising, and • : Wellj wo; feel that: ' Powder
't: Y
V : ;:V.;; ''.::; '
the .like, But wo do riot and Wig doesn
;
i
Interfere with the creativity ' I ^^'Yi , ^V !V ff V' VV ' V' - -' .v
of a director.
We have . Dav ^Wora.ei \ V , ;YVVSV' . ,
nothing to say concernin g • President ; Powder nnd Wig

iLetters

Jitney disservice

To the Editor :

This is to complain about
the 'Jitaey disservice.
First * the obsolescent
condition of the Jit ney is a
major problem: its transmission is faulty, it has no
eff ective park ing brake , it
stalls - and rolls - on inclines , and period ically
breaks down altoget her.
Yet this state of chronic
disrepair is not even the
main problem with the
that
inJitney.
Isn't
cred ible ? Ra ther , it is its
inability to maintain , even
the
rud iments of
a
predictable
schedule by
adher ing w ith some fidelit y
tp a printed list of times for
departure , or at leas t by
routinely posting delays so
aspiring
that V . . naively
passen gers ma y f ind other
means of trans portat ion.

One recent case in point ,
the Jitney 's scheduled run
at 1:30 was delayed till 2:45
P.M. so that it could make a
stop at; a nearb y - health
center. A noble cause, but
ho-orie among the students
waiting for the J itney on
campus was infor med of the
delay . Typical ; and dismal..
Given Watervil le's apparent aversion to public
t rans p orta ti on , ' a depensystem ,
dable
Jitney
featuring at least one
healthy Jitney leaving at
precisely specified times ,
would seem a very modest
yet vital service for the
Colby communit y. It should
considerabl y
be
given
greater
attention , arid
priority , than it has so far
received.
Sincerely ,
Robert Weisbrot
Histor y Department

Computer literacy
To the Editor s :

Your edit or ial commen t
on computer literacy points
graphically to the need for
increased exposure to the
computer for all Colby
students. Your , examplesbookkeepers, secretar ies,
and reporters-give clear
evidence t hat even y ou , a
computer user , know little
about the role the comp uter
pla ys in today's society .

indisciplines ... and
terdisciplinary programs in
which our students study .
l recognize
The repor t, wil
that this varies from field to
field. The report will also
outl ine hardware , softwar e,
and personnelneeds for the
next decade if Colby is to
meet the goal of producing
" compu te r
litera te "
gradua t es.

I hope that all Colby
students can be exposed to
The. Computer Committee the comp uter an d learn how
is drafting a proposal to th is imp or t ant tool will
submit to the faculty . In it impact on them throughout
we will outline , I hope, what their pro fessional careers.
computer literacy should
mean , at a m inimum , ex- Yours sincerely ,
posure to the uses made of L. Sandy Maisel
computers in the various Chair , Computer Committee

A pat on the back , J ohn
But all of that was not
To the Arts Staff of the
what bothered me. From
ECHO :
past experience I have
I
got
that
oh—so learned never to take a
What
—familiar sinking feeling review seriously.
about halfway through Lisa really upset and offended
Smith' s review of Arsenic me was the . complete
and Old Lace last week. omission qf any mention of
The review of the show was bur director , John Foster , In
favorable , yes, and full of the review. I jhst can 't
comp liments , and that 's understand it, . What was
going on ih your minds over
nice. yy' -y
But somehow I was there ?
hoping for a review that ;;.
well , that said something, a In an attem pt to make
this up to John , I . would like
review that said something to
say that the lion's share
'
more ' than the vague of the
credit for the success
;
references to facial exof
Arsenic
and Old Lace
pressions
which V typify belongs to John
Foster. The
chara cter (?) or characters acting
talent
whose cold veneer cracks so whatever it was, being
it was
they can become V three
'
John
s
guidance
and
talent
(?? ) ;
dimenfllonai
which
made
this
the
best
something more than the
show
I
have
ever,
been
in.
trite , stock theat re phrases I'
m
sure
I
can
speak
for
our
which ; v describe ,
perentire
cast
when
I
say!
formances as " uneven " thank—you; Joh n, for
your
(why? ) or "less tha n solid"
(what is " solid' ". >,; and time, energy , and devotion.
describe sets as AfuncI can only hope (against
tional" and lighting as
better judgement ) that
my
"clea rly done ;" At times
the review was just out and this sort of glaring omission
out ridiculous — how can will not occur in future
y
good comic timing be reviews ;
^
destroyed by a shrill pitch ?
Dave Wors ter
;
(???) . .

1980 Presidential Campaign

Politics by numbers
by Matt Donahue & Steve Pfaff

~

When The Federal Elections Commission decided
that if Anderson received five per cent of the vote
on November 4. he would 6e eligible for federal
fu nds.
vVhen Robert Strauss and Ham Jordan decide
where the President will be campaigning, they
know through polls which states need att ention.
When Ronald Reagan dons a hard hat in an urban
area he knows that the key labor vote is shifting
away from him.
Published polls also set expectations. Anderso n is
'expected ' to lose which has a direct impact on his
campai gn, especially on furidraising. Rea gan is
'expected ' to win which helps him in stat es where
he may" not be doing well Jimmy Carter is 'expected ' to lose which bolsters his campai gn in areas
where Reagan is feare d.

Public opinion polls will influe nce the way you
vote this year .
John Anderson cannot be elected because it ' s
"impossible " to vote for him. A vote for Anderson
is a vote for Reagan . This information is gleaned
from polls which show Carter supporters leaning
towards Anderson ; Reagan loses very little support
to John Anderson .
'
The assumption that voters are afraid of Ronald
Reaga n is based on polling data and Jimmy Carter
uses this fact to full advantage.
So, in fac t , you better vote for The Pres ident - and
only The President - because you know how craz y
Reaga n is and John Anderson , well, he is just
another way of voting for Reagan. And political
analysts wonder why America is so confused'.
The growing importance of polls in presidential
campaigns is reflected in campaign strategies ,
news coverage , and voters ' perceptions.
John Anderson is a prime example of how the
polls have had impact in_ presidential politics. When
Anderson maintained 15" per cent in the polls . the
League of .Women Voters deemed him 'viable '
enough to participate in debate.

The polls, ironically. , are determined by us! We
are the voters : we. in a way. write the campaign
strategies and write the news.
When Newsweek , or Harris or Gallup does a poll they question voters. It is a cyclical process and a
unique form of democracy . Public opinion counts
for a lot today. But the proof is in the voting.
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The IRS learns to survive Down Maine
by Robert Skoglund
Several days after I'd reported . my income for
1980, the IRS asked me to visit the loca l office for
ah audit. Before going to,town I dressed in my
least ra gged overalls and p ut on my best patched
boots in hopes of making a good impression .

..

Stepping into an IRS office for the first time is an
. adventure.
Some claim the stomach sensations
approximate those youngsters get the first two or
three times they step up to the altar to get married.
I felt like I'd just discovered a puddle of oil beneath
myc'ar.
way over in a dark corner three: clerks were
operating a huge press that was probably extracting blood from turnips . Severa l people were
erying softly and the floor was littered with damp
Kleenex ,
- When I Introduced myself to a man behind one of
th e desks he looked me up and down, offered me a
, fresh Kleenex, and went to look for my folder. I
noticed a little sign oh his desk that said, "Abando n
,
Hope All Ye Who Enter Here, "
"Mr , Skoglund, " he began as he returned to his
The Hum ble Farm er can be heard on
at 11 p.nu 00.9 FM.

desk. "You report an income of only $200 for 1980.

I'd like to know how you managed to survive. " - .
"Things are chea p down where I live, " I re plied.
"I had a two—pound steak last night . Got it . for a
1946 dime. A 1963 iiime buys five gallons of gas.
It 's adver tised righ t on the front of the. pump s."
"But how did you pay your telephone and electric
bills ?"
"Oh , my neighbor pays niine. I give him four old
quarters every month and he takes care of it for
me. "
.
"The IRS man thought about that for a while.
"Why now? " he said, half to himself. "I' ve work ed
here for 26 years and no one has told me a wr ongie
yet...But where did you get those old dimes and
.quar ters? " ,
"I worked for them ," I said. "I get 40 cents an
hour , for cut ting horrid ugly bushes with the
brushhog on my big tractor. Payable in pre—1964
silver coins'of course. And everyone down home .
has an old sock or a coffee can full of them. Pape r
money is worthless , Nobody will take it any more
except you people here at the IRS. "
Several people; who had overheard our conversation started to cry a little louder.
"You had me fooled, Mr. Skoglund ," said rfry IR S
friend as he stood up and extended his hand. "I
mean about how you could live on $200 a year.
Frankly , when I saw "the way you were dr essed
when you walked in here , I thought I'd already
figured but how you did it. "
Maine Public Radio every Wednesday
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Run , canoe , bicycle from Waterville to . Skowhegan
Over 150 athletes participated in The Great Pine
Tree Triathalon, the first
event of its kind in the
state, held at Colby last
Sunday.
The event featured teams
of five persons running,
bicycling and canoeing over
a 40-mile course between
Waterville and Skowhegan,
beginning at the Colby
sports complex.
Twenty-nine of tlie 32
teams entered completed
the race. Colby's team of
Chris Cameron (bicyclist) ,
Neil Moynihan and Duncan

Whitney(runners) , and Joe
Kelleher and Jane Hartzell
(canoeists) finished fifth in
the mixed division with a
time of 191 minutes, _ 23
seconds.
The race began at 10:00
when the bicyclist from
each .team rode 20 miles to
Skowhegan. From that point
each _ team's pair of
canoeists paddled eight
miles down the Kennebec
River to the Hinkley Bridge.
Every teiam's two running
representatives
then
completed the course with
ah 11.5 mile run to Colby.

An Amesbury, Mass.
team won the men's
division with a time of
173'7", while a Carrabasset
Valley, Maine team took the
women's title at 203'29";
Top time in the mixed
division was 176'59", posted
by a Winthrop, Maine team..
Colby's team raised $27,
while the f top fundraisers
(through sponsors) , from
Auburn, Me., raised $84. All
competitors in the event
received a bottle of Poland
Spring Water, donated by
the Poland Spring Bottling
Co.
and
Colonial
Distributors.
'

Runners in last Sundays first annual Great Pine
Tree Triathalon get instructions (at right),
and then hit the pavement (above).

sports spiel
Tria tha lon? What triathalon?
In case you haven't
heard, a triathalon was held
on the Colby College
campus last Sunday morning. It was a well-kept
secret, and unless you are
one of the relatively few
students involved in one
way or another with the
race, you probably know
little if anything about it.
Due to poor organization,
lack of publicity, and
^ general apathy on the
different levels, the first
annual Great Pine Tree
Triathalon was a miserable
failure from the Colby
standpoint. Not in terms of
%v. what was done, but in terms
of what could have been
done.
Only two teams of five
Colby students each' were
officia lly registered, arid
they had to register on the
day of the race.
Unofficial captain Neil
,c„. Moynihan filially noticed a
single poster and learned
from Stu-A that there were
no Colby teams registered
two days after the deadline

for mailing registration .
Moynihan whipped up a
couple of teams which had
to tack on an extra five
dollars onto their entry fees
for the tardy registration.
Then one of the teams had
to withdraw at the last
minute because one of the
canoists couldn't show. One
team from .a student body of
over 1600.
The intention was great,
but the attention was lousy
The race was sponsored
by WBLM, a local REACT
group, and ATO,
The
proceeds, like those for the
annual dance and skating
marathons, went to the Pine
Tree Camp for • Crippled
Children and Adults.
the idea .thalt people are
willing to bicycle 20 miles,
or canoe eight, or run
eleven and a half for those
who can't, is;encouraging.
An d it was an h onest
effort by ATO to get involved, ; arid disperse some
of the criticisms and
skepticisms ..that i have
inun date d fraternities on

campus.
But something
went wrong on the attention
end, the organization end,
the caring end.
The plans between the
Pine Tree Camp and ATO
were finalized just two
weeks before the event and
the camp sent posters and
publicity material only four
days before the race. They
told the members of ATO
where to station themselves
at 8:30 on the day of the
race.
Not an attentive
attitude for the charity that
had the least to lose and the
most to gain.
"They really failed to tap
our .resources," remarked
ATO V coordinator John
Simon, "I think they
thought that we, as college
people,' wouldn't uphold our
end of the deal."
As a result there was very
little publicity of the event
on campus. I only saw one
poster, and I was looking!
What you don't know can't
help you.
" ." *.".'
The wasted potential is
the saddest part. Colby's'
one team , despite Various.

problems, finished, fourth
out of 35 teams. They were
using an old aluminum
.decaying
canoe and
wooden oars from the
Outing Club which, without
previous notice, had lent out
everything else. Most of the
other teams had regular
racing canoes. Both of the
runners had just finished
competing in the NESCAC
race on Saturday. And they
were still just thirty seconds
off the winning pace.
"I think -, with proper
equipment, a Colby team
could have won - 'or mjeast
placed;''
commented ;
Moynihan, And who knows
how much money they could
have raised for the camp,
given the time and publicity
to, as Simon put it, "tap the
full resources of ¦ this
college. " Who knows?.; .I guess we'll never know-until next year. .WW
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